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Writing evidence-based claims is a little di�erent from writing stories or just writing about something.  


You need to  follow a few steps as you write. 


1 DUCATION 
LL OD 


1. ESTABLISH THE CONTEXT 


Your readers must know where your claim is coming from and why it’s relevant.   


Depending on the scope of your piece and the claim, the context di�ers. If your whole piece is one 


claim or if you’re introducing the #rst major claim of your piece, the entire context must be 


established: 
 


 In Plato’s Apology, Socrates believes... 
 


Purposes of evidence-based writing vary. In some cases, naming the book and author might be 


enough to establish the relevance of your claim. In other cases, you might want to supply additional 


information: 
 


Throughout his work, Plato emphasizes Socrates’ special relationship with Athens. In the Apology, 


Socrates believes... 


 


If your claim is part of a larger piece with multiple claims, then the context might be simpler: 
 


According to Socrates,…               or            In paragraph 5, Socrates argues… 


2. STATE YOUR CLAIM CLEARLY 


How you state your claim is important; it must precisely and comprehensively express your 


analysis. Figuring out how to state claims is a process; writers revise them continually as they write 


their supporting evidence.  Here’s a claim about Socrates’ role in Athenian society from Plato’s 


Apology: 
 


In Plato’s Apology, Socrates believes that the annoyance he causes helps Athens and they will 


su�er if they put him to death. 
 


When writing claims it is often useful to describe parts of the claim before providing the supporting 


evidence. In this case, the writer might want to connect the “annoyance” to Socrates’ social role. 
 


In Plato’s Apology, Socrates believes that the annoyance he causes helps Athens and they will 


su�er if they put him to death. Socrates thinks he plays a unique role in Athenian society. 
 


The idea in the second sentence is relevant to the claim and begins connecting the claim to ideas 


that will be used as evidence. 
 


Remember, you should continually return and re-phrase your claim as you write the supporting 


evidence to make sure you are capturing exactly what you want to say. Writing out the evidence 


always helps you #gure out what you really think. 


3. ORGANIZE YOUR SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 


Many claims contain multiple parts that require di�erent evidence and should be expressed in 


separate paragraphs. This claim can be broken down into two parts:  
 


The HELPFUL ANNOYANCE and the EFFECTS OF SOCRATES’ DEATH ON ATHENS. 
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5. REFERENCE YOUR EVIDENCE 


Whether you paraphrase or quote the author’s words, you must include the exact location where 


the ideas come from. Direct quotes are written in quotation marks.  How writers include the 


reference can vary depending on the piece and the original text. Here the writer puts the line 


numbers from the original text in parentheses at the end of the sentence. 


4. PARAPHRASE AND QUOTE 


Written evidence from texts can be paraphrased or quoted. It’s up to the writer to decide which 


works better for each piece of evidence.  Paraphrasing is putting the author’s words into your 


own. This works well when the author originally expresses the idea you want to include across many 


sentences. You might write it more brie4y. The fourth line from paragraph 1 paraphrases the 


evidence from Plato’s text. The ideas are his, but the exact way of writing them is not. 
 


This suggests that it is God’s will to wrest the Athenian citizens from their ignorance, and Socrates 


is merely doing what he has been called to do (105).  
 


Some evidence is better quoted than paraphrased. If an author has found the quickest way to phrase 


the idea or the words are especially strong, you might want to use the author’s words. The second 


line from paragraph 1 quotes the text exactly, incorporating important phrases. 
 


He explains that he is “a sort of gad4y, given to the state by God,” and that “the state is a great 


and noble steed who… requires [to be] stirred into life” (106,107-108).  


3. ORGANIZE YOUR SUPPORTING EVIDENCE (CONT’D) 


Here are two paragraphs that support the claim with evidence organized into these two parts. 
 


A description of the HELPFUL ANNOYANCE: 


Socrates explains that he will argue not for his own sake, but instead for the bene#t of the 


Athenians. He explains that he is “a sort of gad4y, given to the state by God,” and that “the state is 


a great and noble steed who… requires [to be] stirred into life” (106,107-108). Socrates is likening 


himself to a 4y who has been given the purpose of waking up the state from sleep by god. This 


suggests that it is the god’s will to wrest the Athenian citizens from their ignorance, and Socrates 


is merely doing what he has been called to do (105). Though the Athenian citizens may initially 


feel “out of temper (like a person who is suddenly awakened from sleep),” Socrates is trying to 


argue that they should not let this make their decision to put him to death (111-112). 
 


 A description of the EFFECTS OF SOCRATES’ DEATH ON ATHENS: 


To strengthen his argument even further, Socrates issues several warnings should the Athenians 


vote to kill Socrates. If they put him to death, Socrates points out that they will “not easily #nd a 


successor” like him, and they will “sleep on for the remainder” of their lives (105, 113). Further, he 


explains that putting him to death will give the Athenians an “evil name” (149). Socrates is sure 


that once he has been killed that “punishment far heavier” will “surely await” Athens (177, 178). 
 


Notice the phrase, “To strengthen his argument even further,” starting the second paragraph. 


Transitional phrases like this aid the organization by showing how the ideas relate to each other. 
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         MAKING A CLAIM 


I state a conclusion that I have 


come to and can support with 


evidence from the text after 


reading and thinking about it 


closely. 


My claim about the text: 


   CONNECTING  


   THE DETAILS  


What I think about detail 1: What I think about detail 2: 


I re-read and think about the 


details, and explain the 


connections I .nd among them. 


How I connect  


the details: 


What I think about detail 3: 


FINDING DETAILS 
Detail 1 (Ref.:    ) Detail 2 (Ref.:    ) 


I .nd interesting  details that 


are related and that stand out to 


me from reading the text 


closely.  


Detail 3 (Ref.:    ) 


Name  Text 
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EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS CRITERIA  CHECKLIST I - G9-10  COMMENTS 


 
I. CONTENT AND ANALYSIS  
 


An EBC is a clearly stated 


inference that arises from close 


reading of a text.   


Clarity of the Claim: 


States an idea you have inferred directly from a 


text and that you want others to consider. 


  


Conformity to the Text: 


Is directly based upon – and may comment on – 


the ideas, details, language, and form of a text. 


  


Understanding of the Topic: 


Demonstrates knowledge of and sound thinking 


about a text or topic that matters to you and 


others. 


  


 
II. COMMAND OF EVIDENCE  
 


An EBC is supported by speci�c 


textual evidence and developed 


through valid reasoning. 


Reasoning: 


Represents sound thinking supported by 


relevant and su cient evidence drawn directly 


from the text. 


  


  


Use and Integration  of Evidence: 


Presents and integrates supporting quotations 


and textual references in a logical sequence that 


explains and discusses the claim. 
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		Clarity of the claim: Off
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EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS CRITERIA  CHECKLIST II - G9-10  COMMENTS 


I. CONTENT AND ANALYSIS  
 


An EBC is a clearly stated 


inference that arises from close 


reading of a text.   
 


Clarity of the Claim:  States an idea you have inferred directly 


from a text and that you want others to consider. 


  


Conformity to the Text:  Is directly based upon – and may 


comment on – the ideas, details, language, and form of a text. 


  


Understanding of the Topic: Demonstrates knowledge of and 


sound thinking about a text or topic that matters to you and 


others. 


  


II. COMMAND OF EVIDENCE  
 


An EBC is supported by speci�c 


textual evidence and developed 


through valid reasoning.   


Reasoning :  Represents sound thinking supported by relevant 


and su cient evidence drawn directly from the text. 


  


Use and Integration  of Evidence:  Presents and integrates 


supporting quotations and textual references in a logical 


sequence that explains and discusses the claim. 


  


Thoroughness and Objectivity:  Is explained fairly and 


thoroughly, including unbiased references to counterclaims or 


con#icting evidence. 


  


III. COHERENCE AND 


ORGANIZATION  
 


An EBC and its support are 


coherently organized into a 


uni�ed explanation.   


Relationship to Context: Indicates where your claim is coming 


from (its source) and why it is relevant. 


  


Relationships among Parts: Groups and presents supporting 


evidence in a clear and logical way that helps others understand 


your claim. 


  


Relationship to Other Claims: Can be linked in a logical 


sequence of related claims to produce a well-reasoned argument. 


  


IV. CONTROL OF LANGUAGE 


AND CONVENTIONS  
 


An EBC is communicated clearly 


and precisely, with responsible 


use/citation of supporting 


evidence. 


Clarity of Communication:  Is stated clearly, coherently, 


precisely, and objectively, using appropriate language, syntax 


and writing conventions. 


  


  Responsible Use of Evidence: Uses quotations and/or 


paraphrasing accurately, and indicates where the evidence can 


be found in the text. 
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La Apología 
Platón 


Extracto, circ. 360 a.C. 


En el año 399 antes de Cristo, Sócrates (un �lósofo de la Antigua Grecia) fue enjuiciado por los 


ciudadanos de Atenas. La Apología de Platón describe el discurso que dió Sócrates para su 


defensa durante el juicio. 


 


Recojamos, pues, desde el comienzo cuál es la acusación a partir de la que ha nacido 


esa opinión sobre mí, por la que Meleto, dándole crédito también, ha presentado 


esta acusación pública. Veamos, ¿con qué palabras me calumniaban los 


tergiversadores? Como si, en efecto, se tratara de acusadores legales, hay que dar lectura 


a su acusación jurada. «Sócrates comete delito y se mete en lo que no debe al investigar 


las cosas subterráneas y celestes, al hacer más fuerte el argumento más débil y al enseñar 


estas mismas cosas a otros». Es así, poco más o menos. En efecto, también en la comedia 


de Aristófanes veríais vosotros a cierto Sócrates que era llevado de un lado a otro 


a*rmando que volaba y diciendo otras muchas necedades sobre las que yo no entiendo 


ni mucho ni poco. Y no hablo con la intención de menospreciar este tipo de 


conocimientos, si alguien es sabio acerca de tales cosas, no sea que Meleto me entable 


proceso con esta acusación, sino que yo no tengo nada que ver con tales cosas, 


atenienses. Presento como testigos a la mayor parte de vosotros y os pido que cuantos 


me habéis oído dialogar alguna vez os informéis unos a otros y os lo deis a conocer; 
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muchos de vosotros estáis en esta situación. En efecto, informaos unos con otros de si 


alguno de vosotros me oyó jamás dialogar poco o mucho acerca de estos temas. De aquí 


conoceréis que también son del mismo modo las demás cosas que acerca de mí la 


mayoría dice. 


 


Pero no hay nada de esto, y si habéis oído a alguien decir que yo intento educar a los 


hombres y que cobro dinero, tampoco esto es verdad. Pues también a mí me parece 


que es hermoso que alguien sea capaz de educar a los hombres a quienes les es posible 


recibir lecciones, gratuitamente del que quieran de sus conciudadanos- a que abandonen 


las lecciones de éstos y reciban las suyas pagándoles dinero y debiéndoles 


agradecimiento.  


… 


Quizá alguno de vosotros objetaría: «Pero, Sócrates, ¿cuál es tu situación, de dónde 


han nacido esas tergiversaciones? Pues, sin duda, no ocupándote tú en cosa más 


notable que los demás, no hubiera surgido seguidamente tal fama y renombre, a no ser 


que hicieras algo distinto de lo que hace la mayoría. Dinos, pues, qué es ello, a *n de que 


nosotros no juzguemos a la ligera.» Pienso que el que hable así dice palabras justas y yo 


voy a intentar dar a conocer qué es, realmente, lo que me ha hecho este renombre y esta 


fama. Oíd, pues. Tal vez va a parecer a alguno de vosotros que bromeo. Sin embargo, 


sabed bien que os voy a decir toda la verdad. En efecto, atenienses, yo no he adquirido 


este renombre por otra razón que por cierta sabiduría. ¿Qué sabiduría es esa? La que, tal 


vez, es sabiduría propia del hombre; pues en realidad es probable que yo sea sabio 


respecto a ésta. Éstos, de los que hablaba hace un momento, quizá sean sabios respecto a 


una sabiduría mayor que la propia de un hombre o no sé cómo cali*carla. Hablo así, 
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porque yo no conozco esa sabiduría, y el que lo a*rme miente y habla en favor de mi falsa 


reputación. Atenienses, no protestéis ni aunque parezca que digo algo presuntuoso; las 


palabras que voy a decir no son mías, sino que voy a remitir al que las dijo, digno de 


crédito para vosotros. De mi sabiduría, si hay alguna y cuál es, os voy a presentar como 


testigo al dios que está en Delfos. En efecto, conocíais sin duda a Querefonte. Éste era 


amigo mío desde la juventud y adepto al partido democrático, fue al destierro y regresó 


con vosotros. Y ya sabéis cómo era Querefonte, qué vehemente para lo que emprendía. 


Pues bien, una vez fue a Delfos y tuvo la audacia de preguntar al oráculo esto -pero como 


he dicho, no protestéis, atenienses-, preguntó si había alguien más sabio que yo. La Pitia 


le respondió que nadie era más sabio. Acerca de esto os dará testimonio aquí este 


hermano suyo, puesto que él ha muerto. 


 


Pensad por qué digo estas cosas; voy a mostraros de dónde ha salido esta falsa 


opinión sobre mí. Así pues, tras oír yo estas palabras re:exionaba así: «¿Qué dice 


realmente el dios y qué indica en enigma? Yo tengo conciencia de que no soy sabio, ni 


poco ni mucho. ¿Qué es lo que realmente dice al a*rmar que yo soy muy sabio? Sin duda, 


no miente; no le es lícito.» Y durante mucho tiempo estuve yo confuso sobre lo que en 


verdad quería decir. Más tarde, a regañadientes me incliné a una investigación del oráculo 


del modo siguiente. Me dirigí a uno de los que parecían ser sabios, en la idea de que, si en 


alguna parte era posible, allí refutaría el vaticinio y demostraría al oráculo: «Éste es más 


sabio que yo y tú decías que lo era yo.» Ahora bien, al examinar a éste -pues no necesito 


citarlo con su nombre, era un político aquel con el que estuve indagando y dialogando- 


experimenté lo siguiente, atenienses: me pareció que otras muchas personas creían que 


ese hombre era sabio y, especialmente, lo creía él mismo, pero que no lo era. A 
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continuación intentaba yo demostrarle que él creía ser sabio, pero que no lo era. A 


consecuencia de ello, me gané la enemistad de él y de muchos de los presentes. Al 


retirarme de allí razonaba a solas que yo era más sabio que aquel hombre. Es probable 


que ni uno ni otro sepamos nada que tenga valor, pero este hombre cree saber algo y no 


lo sabe, en cambio yo, así como, en efecto, no sé, tampoco creo saber. Parece, pues, que al 


menos soy más sabio que él en esta misma pequeñez, en que lo que no sé tampoco creo 


saberlo. A continuación me encaminé hacia otro de los que parecían ser más sabios que 


aquél y saqué la misma impresión, y también allí me gané la enemistad de él y de muchos 


de los presentes. 


 


Después de esto, iba ya uno tras otro, sintiéndome disgustado y temiendo que me 


ganaba enemistades, pero, sin embargo, me parecía necesario dar la mayor 


importancia al dios. Debía yo, en efecto, encaminarme, indagando qué quería decir el 


oráculo, hacia todos los que parecieran saber algo. Y, por el perro, atenienses -pues es 


preciso decir la verdad ante vosotros-, que tuve la siguiente impresión. Me pareció que los 


de mayor reputación estaban casi carentes de lo más importante para el que investiga 


según el dios; en cambio, otros que parecían inferiores estaban mejor dotados para el 


buen juicio.  


… 


A causa de esta investigación, atenienses, me he creado muchas enemistades, muy 


duras y pesadas, de tal modo que de ellas han surgido muchas tergiversaciones y el 


renombre éste de que soy sabio. En efecto, en cada ocasión los presentes creen que yo 


soy sabio respecto a aquello que refuto a otro. Es probable, atenienses, que el dios sea en 


realidad sabio y que, en este oráculo, diga que la sabiduría humana es digna de poco o de 
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nada. Y parece que éste habla de Sócrates -se sirve de mi nombre poniéndome como 


ejemplo, como si dijera: «Es el más sabio, el que, de entre vosotros, hombres, conoce, 


como Sócrates, que en verdad es digno de nada respecto a la sabiduría.» Así pues, incluso 


ahora, voy de un lado. a otro investigando y averiguando en el sentido del dios, si creo 


que alguno de los ciudadanos o de los forasteros es sabio. Y cuando me parece que no lo 


es, prestando mi auxilio al dios, le demuestro que no es sabio. Por esa ocupación no he 


tenido tiempo de realizar ningún asunto de la ciudad digno de citar ni tampoco mío 


particular, sino que me encuentro en gran pobreza a causa del servicio del dios. 


 


Se añade, a esto, que los jóvenes. que me acompañan espontáneamente -los que 


disponen de más tiempo, los hijos de los más ricos- se divierten oyéndome examinar 


a los hombres y, con frecuencia, me imitan e intentan examinar a otros, y, naturalmente, 


encuentran, creo yo, gran cantidad de hombres que creen saber algo pero que saben 


poco o nada. En consecuencia, los examinados por ellos se irritan conmigo, y no consigo 


mismos, y dicen que un tal Sócrates es malvado y corrompe a los jóvenes. Cuando alguien 


les pregunta qué hace y qué enseña, no pueden decir nada, lo ignoran; pero, para no dar 


la impresión de que están confusos, dicen lo que es usual contra todos los que *losofan, 


es decir: «las cosas del cielo y lo que está bajo la tierra», «no creer en los dioses» y «hacer 


más fuerte el argumento más débil». Pues creo que no desearían decir la verdad, a saber, 


que resulta evidente que están simulando saber sin saber nada. Y como son, pienso yo, 


susceptibles y vehementes y numerosos, y como, además, hablan de mí apasionada y 


persuasivamente, os han llenado los oídos calumniándome violentamente desde hace 


mucho tiempo. Como consecuencia de esto me han acusado Meleto, Ánito y Licón; 


Meleto, irritado en nombre de los poetas; Anito, en el de los demiurgos y de los politicos, y 
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Licón, en el de los oradores. De manera que, como decía yo al principio, me causaría 


extrañeza que yo fuera capaz de arrancar de vosotros, en tan escaso tiempo, esta falsa 


imagen que ha tomado tanto cuerpo. Ahí tenéis, atenienses, la verdad y os estoy 


hablando sin ocultar nada, ni grande ni pequeño, y sin tomar precauciones en lo que 


digo. Sin embargo, sé casi con certeza que con estas palabras me consigo enemistades, lo 


cual es también una prueba de que digo la verdad, y que es ésta la mala fama mía y que 


éstas son sus causas. Si investigáis esto ahora o en otra ocasión, con*rmaréis que es así. 


… 


Ahora, atenienses, no trato de hacer la defensa en mi favor, como alguien podría 


creer, sino en el vuestro, no sea que al condenarme cometáis un error respecto a la 


dádiva del dios para vosotros. En efecto, si me condenáis a muerte, no encontraréis 


fácilmente, aunque sea un tanto ridículo decirlo, a otro semejante colocado en la ciudad 


por el dios del mismo modo que, junto a un caballo grande y noble pero un poco lento 


por su tamaño, y que necesita ser aguijoneado por una especie de tábano, según creo, el 


dios me ha colocado junto a la ciudad para una función semejante, y como tal, 


despertándoos, persuadiéndoos y reprochándoos uno a uno, no cesaré durante todo el 


día de posarme en todas partes. No llegaréis a tener fácilmente otro semejante, 


atenienses, y si me hacéis caso, me dejaréis vivir. Pero, quizá, irritados, como los que son 


despertados cuando cabecean somnolientos, dando un manotazo me condenaréis a 


muerte a la ligera, haciendo caso a .*nito. Después, pasaríais el resto de la vida 


durmiendo, a no ser que el dios, cuidándose de vosotros, os enviara otro. Comprenderéis, 


por lo que sigue, que yo soy precisamente el hombre adecuado para ser ofrecido por el 


dios a la ciudad. En efecto, no parece humano que yo tenga descuidados todos mis 


asuntos y que, durante tantos años, soporte que mis bienes familiares estén en abandono, 
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y, en cambio, esté siempre ocupándome de lo vuestro, acercándome a cada uno 


privadamente, como un padre o un hermano mayor, intentando convencerle de que se 


preocupe por la virtud. Y si de esto obtuviera provecho o cobrara un salario al haceros 


estas recomendaciones, tendría alguna justi*cación. Pero la verdad es que, incluso 


vosotros mismos lo veis, aunque los acusadores han hecho otras acusaciones tan 


desvergonzadamente, no han sido capaces, presentando un testigo, de llevar su 


desvergüenza a a*rmar que yo alguna vez cobré o pedí a alguien una remuneración. 


Ciertamente yo presento, me parece, un testigo su*ciente de que digo la verdad: mi 


pobreza. 


(El jurado lo declara culpable y Meleto pide la pena de muerte). 


 Al hecho de que no me irrite, atenienses, ante lo sucedido, es decir, ante que me 


hayáis condenado, contribuyen muchas cosas y, especialmente, que lo sucedido no 


ha sido inesperado para mí, si bien me extraña mucho más el número de votos resultante 


de una y otra parte. En efecto, no creía que iba a ser por tan poco, sino por mucho. La 


realidad es que, según parece, si sólo treinta votos hubieran caído de la otra parte, habría 


sido absuelto.  


… 


Quizá, al hablar así, os parezca que estoy hablando lleno de arrogancia, como cuando 


antes hablaba de lamentaciones y súplicas. No es así; atenienses, sino más bien, de 


este otro modo. Yo estoy persuadido de que no hago daño a ningún hombre 


voluntariamente, pero no consigo convenceros a vosotros de ello, porque hemos 


dialogado durante poco tiempo. Puesto que, si tuvierais una ley, como la tienen otros 
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hombres, que ordenara no decidir sobre una pena de muerte en un solo día, sino en 


muchos, os convenceríais. Pero, ahora, en poco tiempo no es fácil liberarse de grandes 


calumnias. Persuadido, como estoy, de que no hago daño a nadie, me hallo muy lejos de 


hacerme daño a mí mismo, de decir contra mí que soy merecedor de algún daño y de 


proponer para mí algo semejante. ¿Por, qué temor iba a hacerlo? ¿Acaso por el de no 


sufrir lo que ha propuesto Meleto y que yo a*rmo que no sé si es un bien o un mal? ¿Para 


evitar esto, debo elegir algo que sé con certeza que es un mal y proponerlo para mí? ¿Tal 


vez, la prisión? ¿Y por qué he de vivir yo en la cárcel siendo esclavo de los magistrados 


que, sucesivamente, ejerzan su cargo en ella, los Once? ¿Quizá, una multa y estar en 


prisión hasta que la pague? Pero esto sería lo mismo que lo anterior, pues no tengo dinero 


para pagar. ¿Entonces propondría el destierro? Quizá vosotros aceptaríais esto. ¿No 


tendría yo, ciertamente, mucho amor a la vida, si fuera tan insensato como para no poder 


re:exionar que vosotros, que sois conciudadanos míos, no habéis sido capaces de 


soportar mis conversaciones y razonamientos, sino que os han resultado lo bastante 


pesados y molestos como para que ahora intentéis libraros de ellos, y que acaso otros los 


soportarán fácilmente? Está muy lejos de ser así, atenienses. ¡Sería, en efecto, una 


hermosa vida para un hombre de mi edad salir de mi ciudad y vivir yendo expulsado de 


una ciudad a otra! Sé con certeza que, donde vaya, los jóvenes escucharán mis palabras, 


como aquí. Si los rechazo, ellos me expulsarán convenciendo a los mayores. Si no los 


rechazo, me expulsarán sus padres y familiares por causa de ellos. 


… 


Por no esperar un tiempo no largo, atenienses, vais a tener la fama y la culpa, por 


parte de los que quieren difamar a la ciudad, de haber matado a Sócrates, un sabio. 


Pues a*rmarán que soy sabio, aunque no lo soy, los que quieren injuriaros. En efecto, si 
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hubierais esperado un poco de tiempo, esto habría sucedido por sí mismo. Veis, sin duda, 


que mi edad está ya muy avanzada en el curso de la vida y próxima a la muerte. No digo 


estas palabras a todos vosotros, sino a los que me han condenado a muerte. Pero también 


les digo a ellos lo siguiente. Quizá creéis, atenienses, que yo he sido condenado por 


faltarme las palabras adecuadas para haberos convencido, si yo hubiera creído que era 


preciso hacer y decir todo, con tal de evitar la condena. Está muy lejos de ser así. Pues 


bien, he sido condenado por falta no ciertamente de palabras, sino de osadía y 


desvergüenza , y por no querer deciros lo que os habría sido más agradable oír: 


lamentarme, llorar o hacer y decir otras muchas cosas- indignas de mí, como digo, y que 


vosotros tenéis costumbre de oír a otros. Pero ni antes creí que era necesario hacer nada 


innoble por causa del peligro, ni ahora me arrepiento de haberme defendido así, sino que 


pre*ero con mucho morir habiéndome defendido de este modo, a vivir habiéndolo hecho 


de ese otro modo. En efecto, ni ante la justicia ni en la guerra, ni yo ni ningún otro deben 


maquinar cómo evitar la muerte a cualquier precio. Pues también en los combates 


muchas veces es evidente que se evitaría la muerte abandonando las armas y volviéndose 


a suplicar a los perseguidores. Hay muchos medios, en cada ocasión de peligro, de evitar 


la muerte, si se tiene la osadía de hacer y decir cualquier cosa. Pero no es difícil, 


atenienses, evitar la muerte, es mucho más di*cil evitar la maldad; en efecto, corre más 


deprisa que la muerte. Ahora yo, como soy lento y viejo, he sido alcanzado por la más 


lenta de las dos. En cambio, mis acusadores, como son temibles y ágiles, han sido 


alcanzados por la más rápida, la maldad. Ahora yo voy a salir de aquí condenado a muerte 


por vosotros, y éstos, condenados por la verdad, culpables de perversidad e injusticia. Yo 


me atengo a mi estimación y éstos, a la suya. Quizá era necesario que esto fuera así y creo 


que está adecuadamente. 
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Deseo predeciros a vosotros, mis condenadores, lo que va a seguir a esto. En efecto, 


estoy yo ya en ese momento en el que los hombres tienen capacidad de profetizar, 


cuando van ya a morir. Yo os aseguro, hombres que me habéis condenado, que 


inmediatamente después de mi muerte os va a venir un castigo mucho más duro, por 


Zeus, que el de mi condena a muerte. En efecto, ahora habéis hecho esto creyendo que os 


ibais a librar de dar cuenta de vuestro modo de vida, pero, como digo, os va a salir muy al 


contrario. Van a ser más los que os pidan cuentas, ésos a los que yo ahora contenía sin 


que vosotros lo percibierais. Serán más intransigentes por cuanto son más jóvenes, y 


vosotros os irritaréis más. Pues, si pensáis que matando a la gente vais a impedir que se os 


reproche que no vivís rectamente, no pensáis bien. Este medio de evitarlo ni es muy 


e*caz, ni es honrado. El más honrado y el más sencillo no es reprimir a los demás, sino 


prepararse para ser lo mejor posible. Hechas estas predicciones a quienes me han 


condenado les digo adiós. 


 


Con los que habéis votado mi absolución me gustaría conversar sobre este hecho 


que acaba de suceder, mientras los magistrados están ocupados y aún no voy 


adonde yo debo morir. Quedaos, pues, conmigo, amigos, este tiempo, pues nada impide 


conversar entre nosotros mientras sea posible. Como sois amigos, quiero haceros ver qué 


signi*ca, realmente, lo que me ha sucedido ahora.  


… 


Re:exionemos también que hay gran esperanza de que esto sea un bien. La muerte 


es una de estas dos cosas: o bien el que está muerto no es nada ni tiene sensación de 


nada, o bien, según se dice, la muerte es precisamente una transformación, un cambio de 


morada para el alma de este lugar de aquí a otro lugar. Si es una ausencia de sensación y 
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un sueño, como cuando se duerme sin soñar, la muerte sería una ganancia maravillosa. 


Pues, si alguien, tomando la noche en la que ha dormido de tal manera que no ha visto 


nada en sueños y comparando con esta noche las demás noches y días de su vida, tuviera 


que re:exionar y decir cuántos días y noches ha vivido en su vida mejor y más 


agradablemente que esta noche, creo que no ya un hombre cualquiera, sino que incluso 


el Gran Rey encontraría fácilmente contables estas noches comparándolas con los otros 


días y noches. Si, en efecto, la muerte es algo así, digo que es una ganancia, pues la 


totalidad del tiempo no resulta ser más que una sola noche. Si, por otra parte, la muerte es 


como emigrar de aquí a otro lugar y es verdad, como se dice, que allí están todos los que 


han muerto, ¿qué bien habría mayor que éste, jueces? Pues si, llegado uno al Hades, libre 


ya de éstos que dicen que son jueces, va a encontrar a los verdaderos jueces, los que se 


dice que hacen justicia allí: Minos , Radamanto, Éaco y Triptólemo, y a cuantos semidioses 


fueron justos en sus vidas, ¿sería acaso malo el viaje? Además, ¿cuánto daría alguno de 


vosotros por estar junto a Orfeo, Museo, Hesíodo y Homero? Yo estoy dispuesto a morir 


muchas veces, si esto es verdad, y sería un entretenimiento maravilloso, sobre todo para 


mí, cuando me encuentre allí con Palamedes, con Ayante, el hijo de Telamón, y con algún 


otro de los antiguos que haya muerto a causa de un juicio injusto, comparar mis 


sufrimientos con los de ellos; esto no sería desagradable, según creo. Y lo más importante, 


pasar el tiempo examinando e investigando a los de allí, como ahora a los de aquí, para 


ver quién de ellos es sabio, y quién cree serlo y no lo es. ¿Cuánto se daría, jueces, por 


examinar al que llevó a Troya aquel gran ejército, o bien a Odiseo o a Sísifo o á otros 


in*nitos hombres y mujeres que se podrían citar? Dialogar allí con ellos, estar en su 


compañía y examinarlos sería el colmo de la felicidad. En todo caso, los de allí no 
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condenan a muerte por esto. Por otras razones son los de allí más felices que los de aquí, 


especialmente porque ya el resto del tiempo son inmortales, si es verdad lo que se dice. 


 


Es preciso que también vosotros, jueces, estéis llenos de esperanza con respecto a la 


muerte y tengáis en el ánimo esta sola verdad, que no existe mal alguno para el 


hombre bueno, ni cuando vive ni después de muerto, y que los dioses no se desentienden 


de sus di*cultades. Tampoco lo que ahora me ha sucedido ha sido por casualidad, sino 


que tengo la evidencia de que ya era mejor para mí morir y librarme de trabajos. Por esta 


razón, en ningún momento la señal divina me ha detenido y, por eso, no me irrito mucho 


con los que me han condenado ni con los acusadores. No obstante, ellos no me 


condenaron ni acusaron con esta idea, sino creyendo que me hacían daño. Es justo que se 


les haga este reproche. 


 


Sin embargo, les pido una sola cosa. Cuando mis hijos sean mayores, atenienses, 


castigadlos causándoles las mismas molestias que yo a vosotros, si os parece que se 


preocupan del dinero o de otra cosa cualquiera antes que de la virtud, y si creen que son 


algo sin serlo, reprochadles, como yo a vosotros, que no se preocupan de lo que es 


necesario y que creen ser algo sin ser dignos de nada. Si hacéis esto, mis hijos y yo 


habremos recibido un justo pago de vosotros. 


 


Pero es ya hora de marcharnos, yo a morir y vosotros a vivir. Quién de nosotros se 


dirige a una situación mejor es algo oculto para todos, excepto para el dios. 
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Apology 
Plato 


Excerpted, cir. 360 BCE 
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In 399 BC, Socrates (an ancient Greek philosopher), was put to trial by his fellow Athenian 


citizens. The Apology is Plato’s account of the speech that Socrates gave in defense of his 


actions at the trial.     Audio: http://www.thoughtaudio.com/titlelist/TA0023-Apology/


I will begin at the beginning, and ask what is the accusation which has given rise to the 


slander of me, and in fact has encouraged Meletus to proof this charge against me. Well, 


what do the slanderers say? They shall be my prosecutors, and I will sum up their words in 


an a�davit: ‘Socrates is an evil-doer, and a curious person, who searches into things 


under the earth and in heaven, and he makes the worse appear the better cause; and he 


teaches the aforesaid doctrines to others.’ Such is the nature of the accusation: it is just 


what you have yourselves seen in the comedy of Aristophanes, who has introduced a 


man whom he calls Socrates, going about and saying that he walks in air, and talking a 


deal of nonsense concerning matters of which I do not pretend to know either much or 


little — not that I mean to speak disparagingly of any one who is a student of natural 


philosophy. I should be very sorry if Meletus could bring so grave a charge against me. But 


the simple truth is, O Athenians, that I have nothing to do with physical speculations. Very 


many of those here present are witnesses to the truth of this, and to them I appeal. Speak 


then, you who have heard me, and tell your neighbors whether any of you have ever 


known me hold forth in few words or in many upon such matters...You hear their answer. 


And from what they say of this part of the charge you will be able to judge of the truth of 


the rest. 
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As little foundation is there for the report that I am a teacher, and take money; this 


accusation has no more truth in it than the other. Although, if a man were really able 


to instruct mankind, to receive money for giving instruction would, in my opinion, be an 


honor to him.  


… 


I dare say, Athenians, that some one among you will reply, ‘Yes, Socrates, but what is 


the origin of these accusations which are brought against you; there must have been 


something strange which you have been doing? All these rumors and this talk about you 


would never have arisen if you had been like other men: tell us, then, what is the cause of 


them, for we should be sorry to judge hastily of you.’ Now I regard this as a fair challenge, 


and I will endeavor to explain to you the reason why I am called wise and have such an 


evil fame. Please to attend then. And although some of you may think that I am joking, I 


declare that I will tell you the entire truth. Men of Athens, this reputation of mine has 


come of a certain sort of wisdom which I possess. If you ask me what kind of wisdom, I 


reply, wisdom such as may perhaps be attained by man, for to that extent I am inclined to 


believe that I am wise; whereas the persons of whom I was speaking have a superhuman 


wisdom which I may fail to describe, because I have it not myself; and he who says that I 


have, speaks falsely, and is taking away my character. And here, O men of Athens, I must 


beg you not to interrupt me, even if I seem to say something extravagant. For the word 


which I will speak is not mine. I will refer you to a witness who is worthy of credit; that 


witness shall be the God of Delphi — he will tell you about my wisdom, if I have any, and 


of what sort it is. You must have known Chaerephon; he was early a friend of mine, and 


also a friend of yours, for he shared in the recent exile of the people, and returned with 


you. Well, Chaerephon, as you know, was very impetuous in all his doings, and he went to 
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Delphi and boldly asked the oracle to tell him whether — as I was saying, I must beg you 


not to interrupt — he asked the oracle to tell him whether anyone was wiser than I was, 


and the Pythian prophetess answered, that there was no man wiser. Chaerephon is dead 


himself; but his brother, who is in court, will con4rm the truth of what I am saying. 


 


Why do I mention this? Because I am going to explain to you why I have such an evil 


name. When I heard the answer, I said to myself, What can the god mean? and what is 


the interpretation of his riddle? for I know that I have no wisdom, small or great. What 


then can he mean when he says that I am the wisest of men? And yet he is a god, and 


cannot lie; that would be against his nature. After long consideration, I thought of a 


method of trying the question. I re6ected that if I could only 4nd a man wiser than myself, 


then I might go to the god with a refutation in my hand. I should say to him, ‘Here is a man 


who is wiser than I am; but you said that I was the wisest.’ Accordingly I went to one who 


had the reputation of wisdom, and observed him — his name I need not mention; he was 


a politician whom I selected for examination — and the result was as follows: When I 


began to talk with him, I could not help thinking that he was not really wise, although he 


was thought wise by many, and still wiser by himself; and thereupon I tried to explain to 


him that he thought himself wise, but was not really wise; and the consequence was that 


he hated me, and his enmity was shared by several who were present and heard me. So I 


left him, saying to myself, as I went away: Well, although I do not suppose that either of us 


knows anything really beautiful and good, I am better o8 than he is,— for he knows 


nothing, and thinks that he knows; I neither know nor think that I know. In this latter 


particular, then, I seem to have slightly the advantage of him. Then I went to another who 
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had still higher pretensions to wisdom, and my conclusion was exactly the same. 


Whereupon I made another enemy of him, and of many others besides him. 


 


Then I went to one man after another, being not unconscious of the enmity which I 


provoked, and I lamented and feared this: but necessity was laid upon me,— the 


word of God, I thought, ought to be considered 4rst. And I said to myself, Go I must to all 


who appear to know, and 4nd out the meaning of the oracle. And I swear to you, 


Athenians, by the dog I swear! — for I must tell you the truth — the result of my mission 


was just this: I found that the men most in repute were all but the most foolish; and that 


others less esteemed were really wiser and better.  


… 


This inquisition has led to my having many enemies of the worst and most 


dangerous kind, and has given occasion also to many calumnies. And I am called 


wise, for my hearers always imagine that I myself possess the wisdom which I 4nd wanting 


in others: but the truth is, O men of Athens, that God only is wise; and by his answer he 


intends to show that the wisdom of men is worth little or nothing; he is not speaking of 


Socrates, he is only using my name by way of illustration, as if he said, He, O men, is the 


wisest, who, like Socrates, knows that his wisdom is in truth worth nothing. And so I go 


about the world, obedient to the god, and search and make enquiry into the wisdom of 


any one, whether citizen or stranger, who appears to be wise; and if he is not wise, then in 


vindication of the oracle I show him that he is not wise; and my occupation quite absorbs 


me, and I have no time to give either to any public matter of interest or to any concern of 


my own, but I am in utter poverty by reason of my devotion to the god. 
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There is another thing:— young men of the richer classes, who have not much to do, 


come about me of their own accord; they like to hear the pretenders examined, and 


they often imitate me, and proceed to examine others; there are plenty of persons, as they 


quickly discover, who think that they know something, but really know little or nothing; 


and then those who are examined by them instead of being angry with themselves are 


angry with me: This confounded Socrates, they say; this villainous misleader of youth!— 


and then if somebody asks them, Why, what evil does he practice or teach? they do not 


know, and cannot tell; but in order that they may not appear to be at a loss, they repeat 


the ready-made charges which are used against all philosophers about teaching things up 


in the clouds and under the earth, and having no gods, and making the worse appear the 


better cause; for they do not like to confess that their pretense of knowledge has been 


detected — which is the truth; and as they are numerous and ambitious and energetic, 


and are drawn up in battle array and have persuasive tongues, they have 4lled your ears 


with their loud and inveterate calumnies. And this is the reason why my three accusers, 


Meletus and Anytus and Lycon, have set upon me… And this, O men of Athens, is the 


truth and the whole truth; I have concealed nothing, I have dissembled nothing. And yet, I 


know that my plainness of speech makes them hate me, and what is their hatred but a 


proof that I am speaking the truth?— Hence has arisen the prejudice against me; and this 


is the reason of it, as you will 4nd out either in this or in any future enquiry. 


… 


And now, Athenians, I am not going to argue for my own sake, as you may think, but 


for yours, that you may not sin against the God by condemning me, who am his gift 


to you. For if you kill me you will not easily 4nd a successor to me, who, if I may use such a 


ludicrous 4gure of speech, am a sort of gad(y, given to the state by God; and the state is a 
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great and noble steed who is tardy in his motions owing to his very size, and requires to 


be stirred into life. I am that gad6y which God has attached to the state, and all day long 


and in all places am always fastening upon you, arousing and persuading and 


reproaching you. You will not easily 4nd another like me, and therefore I would advise 


you to spare me. I dare say that you may feel out of temper (like a person who is suddenly 


awakened from sleep), and you think that you might easily strike me dead as Anytus 


advises, and then you would sleep on for the remainder of your lives, unless God in his 


care of you sent you another gad6y. When I say that I am given to you by God, the proof of 


my mission is this:— if I had been like other men, I should not have neglected all my own 


concerns or patiently seen the neglect of them during all these years, and have been 


doing yours, coming to you individually like a father or elder brother, exhorting you to 


regard virtue; such conduct, I say, would be unlike human nature. If I had gained anything, 


or if my exhortations had been paid, there would have been some sense in my doing so; 


but now, as you will perceive, not even the impudence of my accusers dares to say that I 


have ever exacted or sought pay of any one; of that they have no witness. And I have a 


su=cient witness to the truth of what I say — my poverty. 


(The jury gives its verdict of guilty, and Meletus asks for the penalty of death)  


 


There are many reasons why I am not grieved, O men of Athens, at the vote of 


condemnation. I expected it, and am only surprised that the votes are so nearly 


equal; for I had thought that the majority against me would have been far larger; but now, 


had thirty votes gone over to the other side, I should have been acquitted.  


… 
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Perhaps you think that I am braving you in what I am saying now, as in what I said 


before about the tears and prayers. But this is not so. I speak rather because I am 


convinced that I never intentionally wronged any one, although I cannot convince you — 


the time has been too short; if there were a law at Athens, as there is in other cities, that a 


capital cause should not be decided in one day, then I believe that I should have 


convinced you. But I cannot in a moment refute great slanders; and, as I am convinced 


that I never wronged another, I will assuredly not wrong myself. I will not say of myself 


that I deserve any evil, or propose any penalty. Why should I? because I am afraid of the 


penalty of death which Meletus proposes? When I do not know whether death is a good 


or an evil, why should I propose a penalty which would certainly be an evil? Shall I say 


imprisonment? And why should I live in prison, and be the slave of the magistrates of the 


year — of the Eleven? Or shall the penalty be a 4ne, and imprisonment until the 4ne is 


paid? There is the same objection. I should have to lie in prison, for money I have none, 


and cannot pay. And if I say exile (and this may possibly be the penalty which you will 


a=x), I must indeed be blinded by the love of life, if I am so irrational as to expect that 


when you, who are my own citizens, cannot endure my discourses and words, and have 


found them so grievous and odious that you will have no more of them, others are likely 


to endure me. No indeed, men of Athens, that is not very likely. And what a life should I 


lead, at my age, wandering from city to city, ever changing my place of exile, and always 


being driven out! For I am quite sure that wherever I go, there, as here, the young men will 


6ock to me; and if I drive them away, their elders will drive me out at their request; and if I 


let them come, their fathers and friends will drive me out for their sakes. 


... 
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Not much time will be gained, O Athenians, in return for the evil name which you will 


get from the detractors of the city, who will say that you killed Socrates, a wise man; for 


they will call me wise, even although I am not wise, when they want to reproach you. If 


you had waited a little while, your desire would have been ful4lled in the course of nature. 


For I am far advanced in years, as you may perceive, and not far from death. I am speaking 


now not to all of you, but only to those who have condemned me to death. And I have 


another thing to say to them: you think that I was convicted because I had no words of the 


sort which would have procured my acquittal — I mean, if I had thought 4t to leave 


nothing undone or unsaid. Not so; the de4ciency which led to my conviction was not of 


words — certainly not. But I had not the boldness or impudence or inclination to address 


you as you would have liked me to do, weeping and wailing and lamenting, and saying 


and doing many things which you have been accustomed to hear from others, and which, 


as I maintain, are unworthy of me. I thought at the time that I ought not to do anything 


common or mean when in danger: nor do I now repent of the style of my defense; I would 


rather die having spoken after my manner, than speak in your manner and live. For neither 


in war nor yet at law ought I or any man to use every way of escaping death. Often in 


battle there can be no doubt that if a man will throw away his arms, and fall on his knees 


before his pursuers, he may escape death; and in other dangers there are other ways of 


escaping death, if a man is willing to say and do anything. The di=culty, my friends, is not 


to avoid death, but to avoid unrighteousness; for that runs faster than death. I am old 


and move slowly, and the slower runner has overtaken me, and my accusers are keen and 


quick, and the faster runner, who is unrighteousness, has overtaken them. And now I 


depart hence condemned by you to su8er the penalty of death,— they too go their ways 


condemned by the truth to su8er the penalty of villainy and wrong; and I must abide by 
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my award — let them abide by theirs. I suppose that these things may be regarded as 


fated,— and I think that they are well. 


 


And now, O men who have condemned me, I would fain prophesy to you; for I 


am about to die, and in the hour of death men are gifted with prophetic power. 


And I prophesy to you who are my murderers, that immediately after my departure 


punishment far heavier than you have in6icted on me will surely await you. Me you have 


killed because you wanted to escape the accuser, and not to give an account of your lives. 


But that will not be as you suppose: far otherwise. For I say that there will be more 


accusers of you than there are now; accusers whom hitherto I have restrained: and as they 


are younger they will be more inconsiderate with you, and you will be more o8ended at 


them. If you think that by killing men you can prevent some one from censuring your evil 


lives, you are mistaken; that is not a way of escape which is either possible or honorable; 


the easiest and the noblest way is not to be disabling others, but to be improving 


yourselves. This is the prophecy which I utter before my departure to the judges who have 


condemned me. 


 


Friends, who would have acquitted me, I would like also to talk with you about 


the thing which has come to pass, while the magistrates are busy, and before I go to the 


place at which I must die. Stay then a little, for we may as well talk with one another while 


there is time. You are my friends, and I should like to show you the meaning of this event 


which has happened to me.  


… 
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Let us re6ect in another way, and we shall see that there is great reason to hope 


that death is a good; for one of two things — either death is a state of nothingness and 


utter unconsciousness, or, as men say, there is a change and migration of the soul from 


this world to another. Now if you suppose that there is no consciousness, but a sleep like 


the sleep of him who is undisturbed even by dreams, death will be an unspeakable gain. 


For if a person were to select the night in which his sleep was undisturbed even by 


dreams, and were to compare with this the other days and nights of his life, and then were 


to tell us how many days and nights he had passed in the course of his life better and 


more pleasantly than this one, I think that any man, I will not say a private man, but even 


the great king will not 4nd many such days or nights, when compared with the others. 


Now if death be of such a nature, I say that to die is gain; for eternity is then only a single 


night. But if death is the journey to another place, and there, as men say, all the dead 


abide, what good, O my friends and judges, can be greater than this? If indeed when the 


pilgrim arrives in the world below, he is delivered from the professors of justice in this 


world, and 4nds the true judges who are said to give judgment there, Minos and 


Rhadamanthus and Aeacus and Triptolemus, and other sons of God who were righteous 


in their own life, that pilgrimage will be worth making. What would not a man give if he 


might converse with Orpheus and Musaeus and Hesiod and Homer? Nay, if this be true, let 


me die again and again. I myself, too, shall have a wonderful interest in there meeting and 


conversing with Palamedes, and Ajax the son of Telamon, and any other ancient hero who 


has su8ered death through an unjust judgment; and there will be no small pleasure, as I 


think, in comparing my own su8erings with theirs. Above all, I shall then be able to 


continue my search into true and false knowledge; as in this world, so also in the next; and 


I shall 4nd out who is wise, and who pretends to be wise, and is not. What would not a 
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man give, O judges, to be able to examine the leader of the great Trojan expedition; or 


Odysseus or Sisyphus, or numberless others, men and women too! What in4nite delight 


would there be in conversing with them and asking them questions! In another world they 


do not put a man to death for asking questions: assuredly not. For besides being happier 


than we are, they will be immortal, if what is said is true. 


 


Wherefore, O judges, be of good cheer about death, and know of a certainty, that no evil 


can happen to a good man, either in life or after death. He and his are not neglected by 


the gods; nor has my own approaching end happened by mere chance. But I see clearly 


that the time had arrived when it was better for me to die and be released from trouble; 


wherefore the oracle gave no sign. For which reason, also, I am not angry with my 


condemners, or with my accusers; they have done me no harm, although they did not 


mean to do me any good; and for this I may gently blame them. 


 


Still I have a favor to ask of them. When my sons are grown up, I would ask you, O my 


friends, to punish them; and I would have you trouble them, as I have troubled you, if they 


seem to care about riches, or anything, more than about virtue; or if they pretend to be 


something when they are really nothing,— then reprove them, as I have reproved you, 


for not caring about that for which they ought to care, and thinking that they are 


something when they are really nothing. And if you do this, both I and my sons will have 


received justice at your hands. 


 


The hour of departure has arrived, and we go our ways — I to die, and you to live. Which is 


better God only knows. 
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		W1: Apology

		D1: the Greek word apologia is more closely translated into English as “defense”

		W2: slander

		D2: false accusation that damages a person’s reputation

		W3: Meletus

		D3: Athenian poet who initiated accusations against Socrates

		W4:  affidavit

		D4: a written statement for official use in court

		W5: Aristophanes

		D5: Athenian playwright; wrote a satire entitled The Clouds which ridiculed Socrates

		W6: 

		D6: 

		W7:  endeavor

		D7: to try hard to achieve something

		W8: Chaerephon

		D8: Athenian citizen, loyal friend of Socrates

		W9: 

		D9: 

		W10: 

		D10: 

		W11: 

		D11: 

		W12: 

		D12: 

		W13: oracle

		D13: a priest or priestess who could give advice or prophecies from the gods

		W14:  Pythian prophetess

		D14: the oracle who told Chaerephon that there was no man wiser than Socrates on behalf of Apollo

		W15:  enmity

		D15: the state of being actively opposed or hostile to someone 

		W16: 

		D16: 

		W17: 

		D17: 

		W18: 

		D18: 

		W19: calumnies

		D19: false and slanderous statements

		W20: 

		D20: 

		W21: 

		D21: 

		W22: 

		D22: 

		W23: 

		D23: 

		W24: 

		D24: 

		W25:  villainous

		D25: guilty of wicked or criminal behavior

		W26:  pretense

		D26: a false or overly ambitious claim

		W27: inveterate

		D27: long established and unlikely to change

		W28: Anytus

		D28: an Athenian politician, one of the prosecutors of Socrates

		W29:  Lycon

		D29: an Athenian citizen, one of the prosecutors of Socrates

		W30: gadfly

		D30: a small insect that bites horses and sucks their blood

		W31: reproaching

		D31: expressing disapproval or disappointment 

		W32: exhorting

		D32: strongly encouraging someone to do something

		W33:  impudence

		D33: not showing due respect for another person

		W34: 

		D34: 

		W35: 
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		W36: 
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		W37: 

		D37: 

		W38: 

		D38: 

		W39: 

		D39: 

		W40: 

		D40: 

		W41: 

		D41: 

		W42: 

		D42: 

		W43:  unrighteousness

		D43: not morally right or justifiable, wicked

		W44: 

		D44: 

		W45: 

		D45: 

		W46: 

		D46: 

		W47: 

		D47: 

		W48: 

		D48: 

		W49:  fain

		D49: with pleasure

		W50: prophesy

		D50: to predict that something will happen in the future

		W51: acquitted

		D51: to be free from criminal charge

		W52: magistrates

		D52: judges

		W53: 
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		D55: 

		W56: 

		D56: 

		W57: 
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		D60: 

		W61: reprove

		D61: to criticize someone

		W62: 
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		W65: 

		D65: 

		W66: 

		D66: 
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Name  Text 


DUCATION 
LL OD 


MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


MODEL Plato's "Apology"


Socrates believes that there is a reason why he is being accused.


 


“I will endeavor to explain to you the 


reason why I am called wise and have 


such an evil fame.”


lines 27-28


 


“I am going to explain to you why I have 


such an evil name.”


lines 45-46


 


“This inquisition has led to my having 


many enemies.”


line 72


Socrates was initially confused by the statement of the oracle that there was no one wiser than he.


 


“When I heard the answer, I said to 


myself, What can the god mean?”


line 46


 


“What is the interpretation of his 


riddle?”


lines 46-47


 


“If I could only find a man wiser than 


myself, then I might go to the god with 


a refutation in my hand.”


lines 50-51
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Name  Text 


DUCATION 
LL OD 


MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


MODEL Plato's "Apology"


In his quest for the truth, Socrates found the oracle to be correct.


 


“I am better off than he is, - for he 


knows nothing, and thinks he knows; I 


neither know nor think that I can know.”


lines 60-61


 


“I seem to have slightly the advantage of 


him.”


line 62


 


“is only using my name by way of 


illustration, as if he said, He, O men, is 


the wisest, who, like Socrates, knows 


that his wisdom is in truth worth 


nothing.”


lines 77-78


Socrates‛ quest for the truth is what angered his peers and led to the accusations that he now faces.


 


“the consequence was that he hated me, 


and his enmity was shared”


lines 57-58


 


“I made another enemy of him, and of 


many others besides him.”


line 64


 


“being not unconscious of the enmity 


which I provoked”


lines 65-66








         MAKING A CLAIM 


I state a conclusion that I have 


come to and can support with 


evidence from the text after 


reading and thinking about it 


closely. 


My claim about the text: 


   CONNECTING  


   THE DETAILS  


What I think about detail 1: What I think about detail 2: 


I re-read and think about the 


details, and explain the 


connections I .nd among them. 


How I connect  


the details: 


What I think about detail 3: 


FINDING DETAILS 
Detail 1 (Ref.:  � � ) Detail 2 (Ref.:  � � ) 


I .nd interesting  details that 


are related and that stand out to 


me from reading the text 


closely.  


Detail 3 (Ref.:  � � ) 


Name  Text 


FORMING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS DUCATION 
LL OD 


MODEL Plato's "Apology"


lines 1-2


 


“the accusation which has given 


rise to the slander of me”


lines 9-10


 


“matters of which I do not 


pretend to know either much or 


little”


line 12


 


“I have nothing to do with 


physical speculations”


 


I think that the words 


“accusation” and “slander” 


suggest Socrates‛ opinion about 


the trial.


 


I think that the expression 


“I do not pretend to know” 


establishes his point of view.


 


I think that when Socrates 


says “I have nothing to do 


with”, it develops his point of 


view.


The language and repetition of “I” develops Socrates‛ point of view about the trial.


 


Socrates believes he is innocent.
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DUCATION 
LL OD WRITTEN  


EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 





		Name: MODEL

		Text 1: Plato's "Apology"

		Written Evidence-Based Claim 1: In Plato’s "Apology", Socrates believes that the annoyance he causes helps Athens and they will suffer if they put him to death. Socrates thinks he plays a unique role in Athenian society. Socrates explains that he will argue not for his own sake, but instead for the benefit of the Athenians. He explains that he is “a sort of gadfly, given to the state by God,” and that “the state is a great and noble steed who… requires [to be] stirred into life” (106,107-108). Socrates is likening himself to a fly who has been given the purpose of waking up the state from sleep by god. This suggests that it is the god’s will to wrest the Athenian citizens from their ignorance, and Socrates is merely doing what he has been called to do (105). Though the Athenian citizens may initially feel “out of temper (like a person who is suddenly awakened from sleep),” Socrates is trying to argue that they should not let this make their decision to put him to death (111-112). To strengthen his argument even further, Socrates issues several warnings should the Athenians vote to kill Socrates. If they put him to death, Socrates points out that they will “not easily find a successor” like him, and they will “sleep on for the remainder” of their lives (105, 113). Further, he explains that putting him to death will give the Athenians an “evil name” (149). Socrates is sure that once he has been killed that “punishment far heavier” will “surely await” Athens (177, 178).
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Text 


DUCATION 
LL OD WRITTEN  


EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 





		Name: MODEL

		Written Evidence-Based Claim 2: According to Socrates, it is more important to be righteous than to fear death even if it means not doing everything to avoid dying. When Socrates receives his guilty verdict, he refuses to say whatever it takes to avoid the death penalty. In the face of his conviction, Socrates remains convinced that the accusations against him are false and that he “never intentionally wronged any one” (129). Certain of his innocence, Socrates refuses to appeal to the jury by admitting that he deserves to be punished and asking for a lesser penalty like imprisonment or exile (135-145). Socrates acknowledges that other people in his position might get down on their knees, “weeping and wailing and lamenting” pleading for a lesser sentence (159). Because he thinks he would be lying, he holds firm, saying, “I will not say of myself that I deserve any evil, or propose any penalty” (133-134). Socrates’ behavior makes it clear that he fears being unrighteous, or immoral, more than he fears death. He tells the audience, “The difficulty, my friends, is not to avoid death, but to avoid unrighteousness” (167-168). For Socrates, living according to how you think humans should live is the most important thing in life—even more important than survival. Even though others might act differently, Socrates claims “I would rather die having spoken after my manner, than speak in your manner and live” (162-163).

		Text 2: Plato's "Apology"
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Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence 


Name  Text 


DUCATION 
LL OD 


MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


MODEL Plato's "Apology"


Socrates believes he is innocent.


 


“the accusation which has given rise to 


the slander of me”


lines 1-2


 


“matters of which I do not pretend to 


know either much or little”


lines 9-10


 


“I have nothing to do with physical 


speculations”


line 12


Socrates will give an argument defending himself.


 


“They shall be my prosecutors”


line 3


 


“Very many of those here present are 


witnesses to the truth of this, and to 


them I appeal.”


lines 12-13
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Name  Text 


DUCATION 
LL OD 


MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


MODEL Plato's "Apology"


Socrates is aware that there are two competing views of him in Athens.


 


“the slanderers… my prosecutors”


line 3


 


“Aristophanes, who has introduced a man 


who he calls Socrates”


lines 7-8


 


“very many of those present are 


witnesses to the truth”


lines 12-13








FORMING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


        MAKING A CLAIM 


I state a conclusion that I have come 


to and can support with evidence 


from the text after reading and 


thinking about it closely. 


 


Facts and Ideas 
• Authors use hard facts to illustrate 


or de�ne an idea. 
• Authors use examples to express a 


belief or point of view.  
• Authors use vivid description to 


compare or oppose di�erent ideas. 
• Authors describe di�erent actors 


or characters to illustrate a 
comparison or contrast. 


•  Authors use a sequence of events 
to arrive at a conclusion. 
 


Words and Organization 
• Authors repeat speci�c words or 


structures to emphasize meaning 
or tone. 


• Authors use language or tone to 
establish a mood. 


• Authors use �gurative language to 
infer emotion or embellish 
meaning.  


• Authors use a speci�c organization 
to enhance a point or add 
meaning. 
 


Opinions and Point of View 
• Authors compare or contrast 


evidence to help de�ne his or her 
point of view. 


• Authors o�er their explanation of 
ideas or events to support their 
beliefs. 


• Authors tell their own story to 
develop their point of view. 


• Authors use language to reveal an 
opinion or feeling about a topic.  


 As I group and connect my details, I can come to a conclusion and form a statement about the text. 


   CONNECTING  


   THE DETAILS  
 


I re-read and think about the 


details, and explain the connections 


I 1nd among them. 


 


  


FINDING DETAILS 
 


I 1nd interesting details that are 


related and that stand out to me 


from reading the text closely.  


 Author’s Facts and Ideas 


• Statistics 


• Examples 


• Vivid Description 


• Characters/Actors 


• Events  


Author’s Words and Organization 


• Repeated words 


• Strong Language  


• Figurative language 


• Tone 


• Organizational Structure/Phrases 


Opinions and Point of View 


• Interpretations 


• Explanation of ideas or events 


• Narration 


• Personal re-ection 


• Beliefs  


By reading closely and thinking about the details that stand out to me, I can make connections among them.  


Below are some ways details can be connected. 


As I read, I notice authors use a lot of details and strategies to develop their points and arguments.  


I might then ask myself: What details should I look for? How do I know they are important?  


Below are examples of types of details authors often use in important ways.  
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This unit is part of the Odell Education Literacy 


Instruction: Developing Core Pro�ciencies 


program, an integrated set of ELA units spanning 


grades 6-12. Funded by USNY Regents Research 


Fund, the program (under development) is 


comprised of a series of four 3-week units at each 


grade level that provide direct instruction on a set 


of literacy pro�ciencies at the heart of the CCSS.  


 


Unit I: Reading Closely for Textual Details  


Unit II: Making Evidence-Based Claims  


Unit III: Researching to Deepen Understanding 


Unit IV: Building Evidence-Based Arguments 


 


The Core Pro�ciencies units have been designed 


to be used in a variety of ways. They can be 


taught as short stand-alone units to introduce or 


develop key student pro�ciencies. Teachers can 


also integrate them into larger modules that build 


up to and around these pro�ciencies. Teachers 


can also apply the activity sequences and unit 


materials to di7erent texts and topics. The 


materials have been intentionally designed for 


easy adaptation to new texts.  


 


Unit materials available at 


www.odelleducation.com/resources 


DEVELOPING CORE PROFICIENCIES SERIES  


Making evidence-based claims about texts is a 


core literacy and critical thinking pro�ciency that 


lies at the heart of the CCSS. The skill consists of 


two parts. The �rst part is the ability to extract 


detailed information from texts and grasp how it 


is conveyed. Education and personal growth 


require real exposure to new information from a 


variety of media. Instruction should push students 


beyond general thematic understanding of texts 


into deep engagement with textual content and 


authorial craft. 


The second half of the skill is the ability to make 


valid claims about the new information thus 


gleaned. This involves developing the capacity to 


analyze texts, connecting information in literal, 


inferential, and sometimes novel ways. Instruction 


should lead students to do more than simply 


restate the information they take in through close 


reading. Students should come to see themselves 


as creators of meaning as they engage with texts. 


It is essential that students understand the 


importance and purpose of making evidence-


based claims, which are at the center of many 


�elds of study and productive civic life. We must 


help students become invested in developing 


their ability to explore the meaning of texts. Part 


of instruction should focus on teaching students 


how to understand and talk about their skills.  


It is also important that students view claims as 


their own. They should see their interaction with 


texts as a personal investment in their learning. 


They are not simply reading texts to report 


information expected by their teachers, but 


should approach texts with their own authority 


and con�dence to support their analysis  


This unit is designed to cultivate in students the 


ability to make evidence-based claims about texts. 


Students perform a sequence of activities 


centered on a close reading of text throughout 


the unit. 


MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 
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The unit activities are organized into �ve parts, 


each associated with sequential portions of text. 


The parts build on each other and can each span a 


range of instructional time depending on 


scheduling and student ability.  
 


The unit intentionally separates the development 


of critical reading skills from their full expression 


in writing. A sequence of worksheets isolates and 


supports the progressive development of the 


critical reading skills. Parts 1-2 focus on making 


evidence-based claims as readers.  Part 3 focuses 


on preparing to express evidence-based claims by 


organizing evidence and thinking. Parts 4 and 5 


focus on expressing evidence-based claims in 


writing.  
 


 


This organization is designed to strengthen the 


precision of instruction and assessment, as well as 


to give teachers =exibility in their use of the unit.  
 


The �rst activities of Parts 2-5 – which involve 


independently reading sections of the text – are 


designed as independent reading assignments. If 


scheduling and student ability do not support 


independent reading outside of class, these 


activities can be done in class at the beginning of 


each Part. Accordingly, they are listed both as an 


independent reading activity at the end of each 


part and as an activity beginning the sequence of 


the next part. 
 


Alternate con�gurations of Part 5 are given in the 


detailed unit plan to provide multiple ways of 


structuring a summative assessment. 


HOW THIS UNIT IS STRUCTURED 


HOW THIS UNIT ALIGNS WITH CCSS FOR 
ELA/LITERACY  


The primary CCSS alignment of the unit 


instruction is with RI.1 and W.9b (cite evidence to 


support analysis of explicit and inferential textual 


meaning). 
 


The evidence-based analysis of the text, including 


the text-dependent questions and the focus of 


the claims, involve RI.2 and RI.3 (determine a 


central idea and analyze how it is conveyed and 


elaborated with details over the course of a text).  


 


The numerous paired activities and structured 


class discussions develop SL.1 (engage e�ectively 


in a range of collaborative discussions building on 


others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly).  
 


The evidence-based writing pieces involve  


W.4 (produce clear and coherent writing in which 


the development, organization, and style are 


appropriate to task, purpose, and audience).  
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HOW THIS UNIT ASSESSES  
STUDENT LEARNING 


The unit’s primary instructional focus is on 


making evidence-based claims as readers and 


writers. Parts 1-3 develop the reading skill. 


Activities are sequenced to build the skill from 


the ground up. A series of worksheets supports 


students in their progressive development of  


the skill. These worksheets structure and capture 


students’ critical thinking at each developmental 


stage and are the primary method of formative 


assessment. They are speci�cally designed to  


give teachers the ability to assess student 


development of the reading skill without the 


in=uence of their writing abilities. 
 


From the �rst activity on, students are introduced 


to and then use a set of criteria that describes the 


characteristics of an evidence-based claim. In pair 


work and class discussions, students use the �rst 


�ve of these criteria to discuss and evaluate 


evidence-based claims made by the teacher and 


their peers. Teachers use these same criteria to 


assess student claims presented on the 


worksheets from Parts 1-3.  


 


 
 


As the instructional focus shifts to writing in Parts 


4 and 5 so does the nature of the assessment. In 


these parts, teachers assess the student writing 


pieces. Students continue using worksheets as 


well, giving teachers clear and distinct evidence 


of both their reading and writing skills for 


evaluation. In Parts 4-5, students learn about and 


use six additional criteria for writing claims. 


Teachers apply these criteria in the formative 


assessment of students’ written work, as well as 


the evaluation of their �nal evidence-based 


writing pieces.  
 


In addition to reading and writing, the unit 


incorporates many structured collaborative 


activities to develop key speaking and listening 


pro�ciencies. Students and teachers use the Text-


Centered Discussion Checklist to structure and 


evaluate participation in those discussions. 


Opportunities are also given for teachers to 


directly observe and evaluate student speaking 


and listening skills using the checklist. 
 


Part 5 can be con�gured in multiple ways giving 


teachers the =exibility to structure a summative 


assessment suitable for their students. 
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This unit draws on several strategies for teaching 


academic and disciplinary vocabulary. The 


primary strategy is the way critical disciplinary 


vocabulary and concepts are built into the 


instruction. Students are taught  words like 


“claim,” “evidence,” “reasoning,” and “inference” 


through their explicit use in the activities. 


Students come to understand and use these 


words as they think about and evaluate their 


textual analysis and that of their peers.  


The EBC Checklist plays a key role in this process. 


By the end of the unit, students will have 


developed deep conceptual knowledge of key 


vocabulary that they can transfer to a variety of 


academic and public contexts.  


The texts and activities also provide many 


opportunities for text-based academic vocabulary 


instruction. Many activities focus directly on 


analyzing the way authors use language and key 


words to develop ideas and achieve speci�c 


purposes. The process of developing and 


evaluating claims supports the acquisition of 


these words and content knowledge. 


 


The texts are formatted with integrated tools for 


vocabulary development. Each page includes 


editable glossaries where teachers and students 


can choose various words to de�ne. Some words 


have been pre-selected and glossed. Teachers 


may choose to di7erentiate vocabulary support 


by student. 


The unit is explicitly and intentionally framed as 


skills-based instruction. It is critical for students  


to understand that they are developing core 


literacy pro�ciencies that will enrich their 


academic and civic lives. The unit and activities 


should be framed for them as such. Nonetheless, 


the texts have been chosen, in part, for their rich 


content and cultural signi�cance. They contain 


many important historical and contemporary 


ideas and themes. Moreover, they have been 


selected to connect with topics and events 


typically addressed in the grade’s social studies 


classrooms. Teachers are encouraged to sequence 


the unit strategically within their curriculum and 


instructional plans, and to establish content 


connections that will be meaningful for students. 


This might involve connecting the unit to the 


study of topics or  eras in social studies, related 


genres or voices in literature, or themes and 


guiding questions.  


 


Teachers can also adapt the unit activities and 


materials to other �ction and non-�ction texts. 


The materials have been intentionally designed 


for easy adaptation to a variety of texts. 


 


Whatever the curricular context established by 


the teacher, the central emphasis of the unit 


should, however, be on evidence-based, text-


focused instruction.  


HOW THIS UNIT TEACHES  
VOCABULARY 


HOW THIS UNIT MIGHT BE EMBEDDED IN 
CONTENT-BASED CURRICULUM  
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HOW TO USE THESE MATERIALS 


• Unit Plan 


• Models 


• Text(s)  


UNIT PLAN AND TEXTS 


WORKSHEETS and CHECKLISTS have 


been created as editable PDF forms. 


With the free version of Adobe Reader, 


students and teachers are able to type 


in them and save their work for 


recording and  e-mailing. This allows 


students and teachers to work either 


with paper and pencil or electronically 


according to their strengths and needs. 


It also allows teachers to collect and 


organize student work for evaluation 


and formative assessment. 


This unit is in the format of a Compressed File. Files are organized so you can easily browse through 


the materials and �nd everything you need to print or e-mail for each day.  


 


The materials are organized into three folders:  


• Forming Evidence-Based Claims Handout 


• Writing Evidence-Based Claims Handout 


• Evidence-Based Claims Criteria  


Checklists I and II 


• Evidence-Based Writing Rubric 


• Text-Centered Discussion Checklist 


HANDOUTS 


TEXTS are formatted with spacing and 


margins to support teacher and 


student annotation. Students should 


be encouraged to mark up their texts 


(electronically or in print) as they search 


for details. Paragraphs and lines are 


numbered for referencing in writing 


and discussion. Editable glossaries are 


at the bottom of each page. While some 


words have already been bolded and 


glossed, teachers are encouraged to use 


the editable features for choosing 


words they wish to focus on or gloss, 


and to di7erentiate vocabulary support 


for their students. 


The model claims and worksheets are meant 


only to illustrate the process, NOT to shape 


textual analysis. It is essential that both teachers 


and students develop claims based on their own 


analysis and class discussion. Teachers are 


encouraged to develop their own claims in the  


blank worksheets to use with students when 


modeling the process. 


If you decide to PRINT materials, please note that you can print them at actual size, without 


enabling the auto-�t function. All materials can be printed either in color or in black and white. 


• Forming Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet 


• Making Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet 


• Organizing Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet 


• Written Evidence-Based Claim Worksheet 


WORKSHEETS 
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• The teacher presents the purpose of the 


unit and explains the skill of  


making EBCs. 


• Students independently read part of the  


text with a text-dependent question to 


guide them. 


UNIT OUTLINE 


PART 1: UNDERSTANDING  EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


• Students follow along as they listen to the 


text being read aloud and discuss a series 


of text-dependent questions. 


• The teacher models a critical reading  


and thinking process for forming EBCs  


about texts. 


PART 2: MAKING 
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


• Students independently read part of the 


text and look for evidence to support a 


claim made by the teacher. 


• Students follow along as they listen to the 


text being read aloud and discuss a series of 


text-dependent questions. 


• In pairs, students look for evidence to 


support claims made by the teacher. 


• The class discusses evidence in support of 


claims found by student pairs. 


• In pairs, students make an EBC of their own 


and present it to the class. 


PART 3: ORGANIZING  
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


• Students independently read part of the  


text and make an EBC. 


• Students follow along as they listen to part  


of the text being read aloud. 


• The teacher models organizing evidence  


to develop and explain claims using  


student EBCs. 


• In pairs, students develop a claim with 


multiple points and organize supporting 


evidence. 


• The class discusses the EBCs developed by 


student pairs. 


PART 4: WRITING  
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


• Students independently review the text and 


develop an EBC. 


• The teacher introduces and models  


writing EBCs using a claim from Part 3. 


• In pairs, students write EBCs using one of 


their claims from Part 3.  


• The class discusses the written EBCs of 


volunteer student pairs. 


• The class discusses their new EBCs and 


students read aloud portions of the text. 


• Students independently write EBCs. 


PART 5: DEVELOPING  
EVIDENCE-BASED WRITING 


• Students review the entire text and make a 


new EBC. 


• The teacher analyzes volunteer student 


evidence-based writing from Part 4 and 


discusses developing global EBCs. 


• Students discuss their new claims in pairs 


and then with the class. 


• Students independently write a �nal 


evidence-based writing piece. 


• The class discusses �nal evidence-based 


writing pieces of student volunteers. 
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UNDERSTANDING  
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


PART 1 


 


1- INTRODUCTION TO UNIT 


The teacher presents the purpose of the unit  


and explains the pro�ciency of making EBCs. 


2- INDEPENDENT READING  


Students independently read part of the text with a text-dependent question to guide them.  


3- READ ALOUD AND CLASS DISCUSSION  


Students follow along as they listen to the text being read aloud, and the teacher leads a discussion 


guided by a series of text-dependent questions. 


4- MODEL FORMING EBCs 


The teacher models a critical reading and thinking process for forming EBCs about texts. 


TARGETED STANDARD(S):  


 


SUPPORTING STANDARD(S):  


ALIGNMENT TO CCSS 


ACTIVITIES 
ESTIMATED TIME: 2-3 days 


MATERIALS: 


Forming EBC Handout 


Forming EBC Worksheet 


EBC Criteria Checklist I 


Making EBC Worksheet 


OBJECTIVE: 
Students learn the importance and elements of making evidence-based claims 


through a close reading of part of the text. 


“Begin at the Beginning”


RI.9-10.1


RI.9-10.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 


explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.


RI.9-10.2 RI.9-10.3 SL.9-10.1


RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, 


including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective 


summary of the text. 


RI.9-10.3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the 


order in which the points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections 


that are drawn between them. 


SL.9-10.1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 


groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on 


others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
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ACTIVITY 1: INTRODUCTION TO UNIT 


Introduce the central purpose of the unit and  


the idea of a “claim” someone might make.  


The following is a possible approach: 
 


Introduce the �rst characteristic of an evidence-


based claim: “States a conclusion you have  


come to… and that you want others to think 


about.” Pick a subject that is familiar to students, 


such as “school lunches” and ask them to 


brainstorm some claim statements they might 


make about the subject. Introduce the fourth 


characteristic: “All parts of the claim are 


supported by speci�c evidence you can point to” 


and distinguish claims that can be supported by 


evidence from those that are unsupported 


opinions, using the students’ brainstorm list  


as a reference.  
 


Move from experience-based claims to claims  


in a �eld like science. Start with more familiar, 


fact-based claims (For example, the claim “It is 


cold outside” is supported by evidence like  


“The outside thermometer reads 13 degrees F” 


but is not supported with statements like  


“It feels that way to me”). Then discuss a claim 


such as “Smoking has been shown to be 


hazardous to your health” and talk about how 


this claim was once considered to be an opinion, 


until a weight of scienti�c evidence over time  


led us to accept this claim as fact. Introduce the 


third characteristic/criterion: “Demonstrates 


knowledge of and sound thinking about a topic” 


and with it the idea that a claim becomes 


stronger as we expand our knowledge about a 


subject and �nd more and better evidence to 


support the claim.  
 


Move from scienti�c claims to claims that are 


based in text that has been read closely. Use an 


example of a text read recently in class or one 


students are likely to be familiar with. Highlight 


that textual claims can start as statements about 


what a text tells us directly (literal 


comprehension) such as “Tom Sawyer gets the 


other boys to paint the fence” and then move to 


simple conclusions we draw from thinking about 


the text, like: “Tom Sawyer is a clever boy” 


because (evidence) “He tricks the other boys into 


doing his work and painting the fence.” Then 


explain how text-based claims can also be more 


complex and require more evidence (e.g., “Mark 


Twain presents Tom Sawyer as a ‘good bad boy’ 


who tricks others and gets into trouble but also 


stands up for his friend Jim.”), sometimes – as in 


this example – requiring evidence from more 


than one text or sections of text.  
 


Explain that the class will be practicing the skill 


of making evidence-based claims that are based 


in the words, sentences, and ideas of a text by 


closely reading and analyzing the text (or texts) 


selected for this unit.  
 


In the activities that follow, students will learn to 


make a text-based claim by moving from literal 


understanding of its details, to simple supported 


conclusions or inferences, to claims that arise 


from and are supported by close examination of 


textual evidence. This inductive process mirrors 


what e7ective readers do and is intended to help 


students develop a method for moving from 


comprehension to claim. In addition, the guiding 


questions, model claims, and movement 


through the text over the course of the unit are 


sequenced to transition students from an initial, 


literal understanding of textual details to:  
 


• Claims about fairly concrete ideas presented 


in short sections of the text;  


• Claims about more abstract ideas implied 


across sections of the text; 


• More global claims about the entire text and 


its meaning. 


The teacher presents the purpose of the unit and explains the pro�ciency of making evidence-based 


claims, making reference to the �rst �ve criteria from the EBC Checklist I. 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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Students independently read part of the text with a text-dependent question to guide them.  


ACTIVITY 2: INDEPENDENT READING 


 


Students follow along as they listen to the text being read aloud, and the teacher leads a discussion 


guided by a series of text-dependent questions. 


ACTIVITY 3: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


 


Students should be allowed to approach the text freshly and to make their own inferences based on 


textual content. Plenty of instruction and support will follow to ensure comprehension for all 


students. The question helps orient students to the text and begins the focus on searching for 


textual evidence. 


The close reading of these paragraphs serves three primary purposes: to ensure comprehension of 


an important part of the text, to orient students to the practice of close reading, and to guide 


students in searching for textual evidence.  
 


Use the discussion about the questions to help students learn the essential skills of selecting 


interesting and signi�cant textual details and connecting them inferentially. This process links 


directly to the forming of evidence-based claims they will begin in Activity Four. 


 


Students independently read the first two paragraphs of the Apology text  and answer 


a text-dependent question: What is Socrates being accused of? 


Briefly introduce students to the text. The introduction should be kept to naming the 


author, the book and the year of publication. You might also read the introductory  


lines at the beginning of the text to make sure students understand the context of 


Socrates’ apology.


Read the first two paragraphs aloud or plays the audio file following the link in the 


text. (Note that while this recording is the same translation as the text provided, it is 


not excerpted.) Lead a discussion guided by three text-dependent questions:  


 


1- What is Socrates being accused of? 


2- How does Socrates make it clear that he is innocent? 


3- How does Socrates distinguish himself from other teachers? 


 


While Plato’s central ideas in the text are not extremely difficult, the sentence 


structure will be challenging for students, especially ELL. A Spanish translation is 


provided to support students whose first language is Spanish. These students should 


be encouraged to read from both translations, while using the English one to develop 


their evidence-based claims. 
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ACTIVITY 3: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION (CONT’D) 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


 


1- What is Socrates being accused of? 


 


Discuss with students how beginning with a statement of his accusation sets a 


foundation for the purpose and meaning of the text. Socrates begins by giving a 


summary of the charges against him. He cites an affidavit that accuses him of being 


‘an evil-doer, and a curious person, who searching into things under the earth and 


in heaven and he makes the worse appear the better cause; and he teaches these 


doctrines to others.’ At this point in the text, it is unclear what it means to be 


accused of making the worse better, or why Socrates is being put to trial for his 


curiosity. There are, however, a few concrete accusations that can be extracted 


from the affidavit; namely, that Socrates is being charged with unlawfully teaching 


doctrines that are not acceptable. 


 


 


 


2- How does Socrates make it clear that he is innocent? 


 


One of the pleasures and challenges of this text is figuring out Socrates’ various 


purposes with his speech. This can be a recurrent theme for discussion. Bringing 


students continually back to Socrates’ words, track both his expressed purposes 


and those that are subtly and ironically implied. It is immediately clear, even as 


Socrates attempts to “begin at the beginning,” that these accusations against him 


are longstanding, and that he intends to strongly refute them. He links the 


accusations to Aristophanes’ comedy. He claims that Aristophanes’ portrayal of him 


and the charges are false. He calls the charges, “slander,” and states that “I have 


nothing to do with the physical speculations.” Talk about the importance of the title 


of the text here. Though the text is titled “The Apology,” the Greek word apologia is 


better translated into English as defense. The text is meant to be Socrates’ defense 


of himself, not his apology for something he admits he has done wrong. 


 


 


 


3- How does Socrates distinguish himself from other teachers? 


 


The concrete accusation that we can glean from the text at this point is that 


Socrates is being accused of being a teacher. He immediately and repeatedly 


refutes this accusation by distinguishing himself from other teachers in two ways. 


The first is by claiming that he does not take money for teaching, making the 


accusation false. The second is by making the statement that it is impossible to be a 


teacher at all. The statement, “if man were really able to instruct mankind, to receive 


money for giving instruction would, in my opinion, be an honor to him,” suggests 


that Socrates believes it is impossible to instruct mankind to begin with.
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The Forming EBC Worksheet should be evaluated to get an initial assessment of students’ grasp of the 


relationship between claims and textual evidence. Even though the work was done together with the 


class, �lling in the worksheet helps them get a sense of the critical reading and thinking process and 


the relationships among the ideas. Also make sure that students are developing the habit of using 


quotation marks and recording the reference.  


INDEPENDENT READING ACTIVITY 


ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


ACTIVITY 4: MODEL FORMING EBCS 


Based on the class discussion of the text, the 


teacher models a critical reading and thinking 


process for forming EBCs: from comprehension 


of textual details that stand out, to an inference 


that arises from examining the details, to a basic 


EBC that is supported by speci�c references back 


to the text.  
 


Once the class has reached an understanding  


of the text, use the Forming EBC Handout to 


introduce a three-step process for making a 


claim that arises from the text.  
 


Exemplify the process by making a claim with 


the Forming EBC Worksheet. The worksheet is 


organized so that students �rst take note of 


“interesting” details that they also see as 


“related” to each other. The second section asks 


them to think about and explain a connection 


they have made among those details.  


Such “text-to-text” connections should be 


distinguished from “text-to-self” connections 


readers make between what they have read  


and their own experiences. These “text-to-text” 


connections can then lead them to a “claim”  


they can make and record in the third section  


of the worksheet – a conclusion they have  


drawn about the text that can be referenced 


back to textual details and text-to-text 


connections. Have students follow along as  


you talk through the process with your claim.  
 


To provide structured practice for the �rst two 


steps, you might give students a textual detail on 


a blank worksheet. In pairs, have students use 


the worksheet to �nd other details/quotations 


that could be related to the one you have 


provided, and then make/explain connections 


among those details.  Use the EBC Checklist 1 to 


discuss the claim, asking students to explain how 


it meets (or doesn't yet meet) the criteria. 
 


[Note: Here and throughout the entire unit, you 


are encouraged to develop claims based on your 


own analysis and class discussion. The provided 


models are possibilities meant more to illustrate 


the process than to shape textual analysis. 


Instruction will be most e7ective if the claims 


used in modeling =ow naturally from the textual 


ideas and details you and the students �nd 


signi�cant and interesting. Also, while the 


worksheets have three or four places for 


supporting evidence, students should know that 


not all claims require three pieces of evidence. 


Places on the worksheets can be left blank.]  


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Students read paragraphs 3-6 and use the Making EBC Worksheet to find evidence to support the 


teacher-provided claim. This activity overlaps with the first activity of Part 2 and can be given as 


homework or done at the beginning of the next class.
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MAKING 
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


PART 2 


 


1- INDEPENDENT READING AND FINDING SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 


Students independently read part of the text and use the  


Making EBC Worksheet to look for evidence to support a claim made 


by the teacher. 


2- READ ALOUD AND CLASS DISCUSSION 


Students follow along as they listen to the same part of the text being read aloud and discuss  


a series of text-dependent questions. 


3- FIND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE IN PAIRS 


In pairs, students use the Making EBC Worksheet to look for evidence to support additional claims 


about the text made by the teacher. 


4- CLASS DISCUSSION OF EBCs 


The class discusses evidence in support of claims found by student pairs. 


5- FORMING EBCs IN PAIRS 


In pairs, students use the Forming EBC Worksheet to make an evidence-based claim of their own and 


present it to the class. 


TARGETED STANDARD(S):  


 


SUPPORTING STANDARD(S):  


ALIGNMENT TO CCSS 


ACTIVITIES 
ESTIMATED TIME: 1-3 days 


MATERIALS: 


Making EBC Worksheet 


Forming EBC Handout 


Forming EBC Worksheet 


EBC Criteria Checklist I 


TCD Checklist 


OBJECTIVE: 
Students develop the ability to make evidence-based claims  


through a close reading of the text. 


“I neither know nor think that I know.”


RI.9-10.1


RI.9-10.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 


explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.


RI.9-10.2 RI.9-10.3 SL.9-10.1


RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including 


how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text. 


RI.9-10.3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in which the 


points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that are drawn between them. 


SL.9-10.1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 


teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and 


expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
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Students follow along as they listen to the same part of the text being read aloud and discuss  


a series of text-dependent questions. 


 


 


Depending on scheduling and student ability, 


students can be assigned to read and complete 


the worksheet for homework. Teachers should 


decide what works best for their students. It’s 


essential that students have opportunity to read 


the text independently. All students must 


develop the habit of perseverance in reading. 


Assigning the reading as homework potentially 


gives them more time with the text. Either way,  


it might be a good idea to provide some time at 


the beginning of class for students to read the 


section quietly by themselves. This ensures that 


all students have had at least some independent 


reading time. 


 


Also depending on scheduling and student 


ability, some students might choose (or be 


encouraged) to read ahead. Instructional focus 


should follow the pacing outlined in the 


activities, but students will only bene�t from 


reading and re-reading the text throughout the 


duration of the unit. 


Students independently read part of the text and use the Making EBC Worksheet to look for evidence 


to support a claim made by the teacher. 


ACTIVITY 1: INDEPENDENT READING AND 
FINDING SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 


ACTIVITY 2: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Read the text aloud to the class while students follow along. Alternatively, students could be asked 


to read aloud to the class. Work through the text using the following three text-dependent 


questions.  


 


Students independently work on  


paragraphs 3-6 of Plato's "Apology".


Students follow along as they listen to paragraphs 3-6 of the text being 


read aloud and discuss three text-dependent questions: 


 


 


1- What does the oracle say about Socrates? 


 


2- What does Socrates do in an attempt to test the truth of the oracle’s 


prophesy? 


 


3- Why do Socrates’ actions incite the anger of his peers? 
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ACTIVITY 2: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION (CONT’D) 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


 


 


 


1- What does the oracle say about Socrates? 


 


Socrates explains that a close friend of his, Chaerephon, went to the oracle 


and asked if there was anyone wiser than Socrates. The oracle answered that 


there is no one wiser than Socrates. When Chaerephon relayed this to 


Socrates, Socrates was shocked. “What can the god mean?” Socrates asked. 


Convinced of his own ignorance, but equally convinced of the infallibility of 


the oracle, Socrates concluded that the statement must be a riddle. “What is 


the interpretation of his riddle?” Socrates wondered. Emphasize that in 


ancient Greece, the oracle was thought to be a portal through which the 


gods spoke directly to people. The statements of the oracle were understood 


to be the word of god, and therefore never doubted. “He is a god, and cannot 


lie; that would be against his nature,” Socrates reasons. If a statement was 


confusing or seemed incorrect, it was assumed to be a riddle. Therefore, 


when Socrates heard the oracle’s statement that he was the wisest man in 


Greece,he took it  as his life’s calling to figure out the truth behind that 


statement. 


 


 


 


 


2- What does Socrates do in an attempt to test the truth of the oracle’s 


prophesy? 


 


Socrates set out to test the wisdom of his fellow citizens through a method of 


interrogation that we now refer to as the Socratic method. “After long 


consideration, I thought of a method of trying the question. I reflected that if I 


could only find a man wiser than myself, then I might go to the god with a 


refutation in my hand.” Socrates sought out Athenian citizens who were 


typically thought of as wise men. When he began to question their wisdom, 


Socrates found that they were not actually wise. Further, they were incapable 


of admitting their ignorance and became angered when Socrates exposed it. 


Socrates comes to the conclusion that the wisdom he has lies in his ability to 


admit what he does not know, which no one else seems willing to do. “I 


neither know nor think that I know.” This idea is a central theme of the text, 


and is worth emphasizing. To that end, it might be beneficial to discuss the 


inferences that we must draw when we read the text in order to understand 


it. Even when Socrates is giving a straightforward report of the events, the 


text requires the reader engage with it and draw meaning from it .
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ACTIVITY 2: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION (CONT’D) 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Once the class has reached a solid 


understanding of the text, connect it to the skill 


of making claims and supporting them with 


evidence by presenting a few main claims. Pass 


out the worksheets and have students work in 


pairs to �nd evidence to support the claims. 
 


Collect each student’s Making EBC Worksheet 


with the evidence they found for the �rst claim. 


These should be evaluated to get an assessment 


of where each student is in the skill 


development. Students should use their 


worksheets for their work in pairs—repeating 


the �rst claim and re�ning their evidence based 


on the read aloud and class discussion. Even 


though students are not �nding the evidence 


independently, they should each �ll in the 


worksheets to reinforce their acquisition of the 


logical structure among the ideas. Students 


should get into the habit of using quotation 


marks when recording direct quotes and 


including the line numbers of the evidence.  
 


The instructional focus here is developing 


familiarity with claims about texts and the use of 


textual evidence to support them. Students 


should still not be expected to develop complete 


sentences to express supporting evidence. The 


pieces of evidence should be as focused as 


possible. The idea is for students to identify the 


precise points in the text that support the claim. 


This focus is lost if the pieces of evidence 


become too large. The worksheets are 


constructed to elicit a type of “pointing” at the 


evidence. 
 


One approach for ensuring a close examination 


of claims and evidence is to provide erroneous 


claims that contradict textual evidence and ask 


students to �nd the places that disprove the 


claim. Students could then be asked to modify it 


to account for the evidence. 


In pairs, students use the Making EBC Worksheet to look for evidence to support additional claims 


about the text made by the teacher. 


ACTIVITY 3: FIND SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


 


3- Why do Socrates’ actions incite the anger of his peers? 


 


 


Socrates’ attempt to discover the truth of the claim that there is no one wiser 


than he involves exposing his peers to be unwise. Not only did Socrates expose 


the ignorance of his peers but he did so in public. Further, Socrates makes it clear 


that he exposed many Athenian citizens as ignorant who had been previously 


thought of as wise. As he was doing this, Socrates was aware of the fact that his 


peers were angry with him, but he felt that he was responsible for attempting to 


understand the oracle’s prophesy. Help students trace the connection from the 


oracle’s proclamation to Socrates’ “testing” to the angering of powerful “wise” 


Athenians to the accusations to his current situation .
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After students have �nished their work in pairs, 


regroup for a class discussion. Have pairs 


volunteer to present their evidence to the rest  


of the class. Discuss the evidence, evaluating 


how each piece supports the claims. Begin by 


modeling the evaluation, referring to the 


checklist, and then call on students to evaluate 


the evidence shared by the other pairs.  


They can o7er their own evidence to expand  


the discussion. Carefully guide the exchanges, 


explicitly asking students to support their 


evaluations with reference to the text.  


These constructive discussions are essential for 


the skill development. Listening to and 


evaluating the evidence of others and providing 


text-based criticism expands students’ capacity 


to reason through the relationship between 


claims and evidence. Paying close attention to 


and providing instructional guidance on the 


student comments is as important to the process 


as evaluating the worksheets and creates a class 


culture of supporting all claims (including oral 


critiques) with evidence. 


 


Using the Text-Centered Discussion Checklist is 


one way of talking about and supporting 


student participation in class and pair 


discussions, especially if students are already 


familiar with the  TCD checklist from previous 


units. If not, time can be taken (if desired) to 


introduce them to some or all of the criteria of 


e7ective text-centered discussions. 


The class discusses evidence in support of claims found by student pairs. 


ACTIVITY 4: CLASS DISCUSSION OF EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Once the claims and evidence have been 


discussed, students return to the pairs and use 


the worksheet to make an evidence-based claim 


of their own. Pairs should make a single claim, 


but each student should �ll in his or her own 


worksheet. Regroup and discuss the claims and 


evidence as a class. Pairs can use their worksheet 


to present their claims and evidence orally.  


Talk through the process modeled in the 


worksheet, including the nature of the details 


that stood out to students, the reasoning they 


used to group and relate them, and the claim 


they developed from the textual evidence.  


Draw upon the Forming EBC Handout and  


EBC Criteria Checklist I to help guide discussion. 


In pairs, students use the Forming EBC Worksheet to make an evidence-based claim of their own and 


present it to the class. 


ACTIVITY 5: FORMING EBCS IN PAIRS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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The Making EBC Worksheets should be evaluated to assess the development of the student’s grasp of 


the relationship between claims and textual evidence. They should show progress in the relevance 


and focus of the evidence. The Forming EBC Worksheets are students’ �rst attempts at making their 


own claims with the help of a peer. Basic claims are �ne at this point. Use the EBC Criteria Checklist to 


structure the evaluation and feedback to students. Evaluation should focus on the validity and clarity 


of the claim and the relevance of the evidence. Recording the “thinking” part of the worksheet is 


important in order to strengthen the student’s reasoning skills as well as provide them with the 


academic vocabulary to talk about them. 
 


Evidence should be in quotation marks and the reference recorded. Using quotation marks helps 


students make the distinction between quotes and paraphrases. It also helps them to eventually 


incorporate quotes properly into their writing. Recording references is critical not only for proper 


incorporation in writing, but also because it helps students return to text for re-evaluating evidence 


and making appropriate selections.  


 


The Text-Centered Discussion Checklist can be used to evaluate student participation in discussions 


for formative and diagnostic information. Teachers and students can get a sense of areas where 


development in speaking and listening skills are needed. 


INDEPENDENT READING ACTIVITY 


ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


Students read paragraphs 7-11 of Plato's "Apology" and use the Forming EBC Worksheet to make a 


claim and support it with evidence. This activity overlaps with the first activity of Part 3 and can be 


given as homework or done at the beginning of the next class.
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ORGANIZING 
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


PART 3 


 


1- INDEPENDENT READING AND FORMING EBCs 


Students independently read part of the text and use the Forming 


EBC Worksheet to make an evidence-based claim. 


2- READ ALOUD  


Students follow along as they listen to part of the text being read aloud. 


3- MODEL ORGANIZING EBCs 


The teacher models organizing evidence to develop and explain claims using student evidence-


based claims and the Organizing EBC Worksheet. 


4- ORGANIZING EBCs IN PAIRS 


In pairs, students develop a claim with multiple points using the Organizing EBC Worksheet. 


5- CLASS DISCUSSION OF STUDENT EBCs 


The class discusses the evidence-based claims developed by student pairs. 


TARGETED STANDARD(S):  


 


SUPPORTING STANDARD(S):  


ALIGNMENT TO CCSS 


ACTIVITIES 
ESTIMATED TIME: 1-3 days 


MATERIALS: 


Organizing EBC Worksheet 


Forming EBC Worksheet 


EBC Criteria Checklist I 


OBJECTIVE: 
Students expand their ability into organizing evidence to develop and  


explain claims through a close reading of the text. 


“A Sort of Gadfly”


RI.9-10.1


RI.9-10.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 


explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.


RI.9-10.2 RI.9-10.3 SL.9-10.1


RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, 


including how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective 


summary of the text. 


RI.9-10.3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order 


in which the points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that are 


drawn between them. 


SL.9-10.1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 


groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on 


others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.
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The central focus of Part 3 is learning the 


thinking processes associated with developing 


an evidence-based claim: re=ecting on how one 


has arrived at the claim; breaking the claim into 


parts; organizing supporting evidence in a 


logical sequence; anticipating what an audience 


will need to know in order to understand the 


claim; and, eventually, planning a line of 


reasoning that will substantiate the claim. This is 


a complex set of cognitive skills, challenging for 


most students , but essential so that students 


can move from the close reading process of 


arriving at a claim (Parts 1-2 of the unit) to the 


purposeful writing process of explaining and 


substantiating that claim (Parts 4-5). 
 


How a reader develops and organizes a claim is 


dependent upon the nature of the claim itself – 


and the nature of the text (or texts) from which it 


arises. In some cases – simple claims involving 


literal interpretation of the text – indicating 


The teacher models organizing evidence to develop and explain claims using student evidence-based 


claims and the Organizing EBC Worksheet. 


ACTIVITY 3: MODEL ORGANIZING EBCS 


 


Students follow along as they listen to part of the text being read aloud. 


ACTIVITY 2: READ ALOUD 


 


 


Depending on scheduling and student ability, 


students can be assigned to read and complete 


the worksheet for homework. Teachers should 


decide what works best for their students. It’s 


essential that students have an opportunity to 


read the text independently. All students must 


develop the habit of perseverance in reading. 


Assigning the reading as homework potentially 


gives them more time with the text. Either way,  


it might be a good idea to provide some time at 


the beginning of class for students to read 


quietly by themselves. This ensures that all 


students have had least some independent 


reading time. 


Students independently read part of the text and use the Forming EBC Worksheet to make an 


evidence-based claim. 


ACTIVITY 1: INDEPENDENT READING AND 
FORMING EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Students independently work on  


paragraphs 7-11 of Plato's "Apology".


Read paragraphs 7-11 aloud to the class while students follow along. Alternatively, students could 


be asked to read aloud to the class.
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where the claim comes from in the text and 


explaining how the reader arrived at it is 


suLcient. This suggests a more straightforward, 


explanatory organization. More complex claims, 


however, often involve multiple parts, points, or 


premises, each of which needs to be explained 


and developed, then linked in a logical order 


into a coherent development.  


 


Students only learn how to develop and 


organize a claim through practice, ideally 


moving over time from simpler claims and more 


familiar organizational patterns to more complex 


claims and organizations.  


 


Students can be helped in learning how to 


develop a claim by using a set of developmental 


guiding questions such as the following:  


[Note: the �rst few questions might be used with 


younger or less experiences readers, the latter 


questions with students who are developing 


more sophisticated claims.] 


 


• What do I mean when I state this claim? What 


am I trying to communicate? 


• How did I arrive at this claim? Can I “tell the 


story” of how I moved as a reader from the 


literal details of the text to a supported claim 


about the text? 


• Can I point to the speci�c words and 


sentences in the text from which the claim 


arises?  


• What do I need to explain so that an audience 


can understand what I mean and where my 


claim comes from? 


• What evidence (quotations) might I use to 


illustrate my claim? In what order? 


• If my claim contains several parts (or 


premises), how can I break it down, organize 


the parts, and organize the evidence that 


goes with them? 


• If my claim involves a comparison or a 


relationship, how might I present, clarify, and 


organize my discussion of the relationship 


between parts or texts? 


 


Students who are learning how to develop a 


claim, at any level, can bene�t from graphic 


organizers or instructional sca7olding that helps 


them work out, organize, and record their 


thinking. While such models or templates should 


not be presented formulaically as a “how to” for 


developing a claim, they can be used to support 


the learning process. The Organizing EBC 


Worksheet can be used to provide some 


structure for student planning – or you can 


substitute another model or graphic organizer 


that �ts well with the text , the types of claims 


being developed, and the needs of the students. 


 


Begin by orienting students to the new 


worksheet and the idea of breaking down a 


claim into parts and organizing the evidence 


accordingly. 


 


Ask for a volunteer to present his or her claim 


and supporting evidence. Use the example as a 


basis for a discussion. Based on the =ow of 


discussion, bring in other volunteers to present 


their claims and evidence to build and help 


clarify the points. Work with students to hone 


and develop a claim. As a class, express the 


organized claim in Organizing EBC Worksheet 


The provided teacher version is one possible way 


a claim could be expressed and organized. 


ACTIVITY 3:  
MODEL ORGANIZING EBCS (CONT’D) 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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After students have �nished their work in pairs, regroup for a class discussion about their EBCs.  


Have pairs volunteer to present their claims  


and evidence to the rest of the class. Discuss  


the evidence and organization, evaluating how 


each piece supports and develops the claims. 


Repeat the process from activity two, using 


student work to explain how evidence is 


organized to develop aspects of claims.  


The teacher version of the Organizing EBC 


Worksheet is one possible way a claim could  


be expressed and organized. 


When the class has reached a solid expression  


of an organized evidence-based claim, have 


students work in pairs, using the worksheet to 


develop and organize another claim.   


You might want to give students some general 


guidance by directing their focus to a speci�c 


section of the text. 


In pairs, students develop and organize a claim using the Organizing EBC Worksheet. 


ACTIVITY 4: ORGANIZING EBCS IN PAIRS 


Students are now beginning to develop more complex claims about challenging portions of the text.  


Their Forming EBC Worksheet should demonstrate a solid grasp of the claim-evidence relationship, 


but do not expect precision in the wording of their claims. Using the Organizing EBC Worksheet will 


help them clarify their claims as they break it into parts and organize their evidence. How they have 


transferred their information will demonstrate their grasp of the concept of organizing. Their second 


Organizing EBC Worksheet should show progress in all dimensions including the clarity of the claim 


and the selection and organization of evidence.  Use the EBC criteria checklist to structure the 


evaluation and feedback to students.  


INDEPENDENT READING ACTIVITY 


ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


ACTIVITY 5: CLASS DISCUSSION OF  
STUDENT EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Students review the text and use the Forming EBC Worksheet to make any claim and support it with 


evidence. This activity overlaps with the first activity of Part 4 and can be given as homework or done 


at the beginning of the next class.
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WRITING 
EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 


PART 4 


 


1- INDEPENDENT READING AND MAKING EBCs 


Students independently review the text and use the  


Forming EBC Worksheet to develop an evidence-based claim. 


2- MODEL WRITING EBCs 


The teacher introduces and models writing evidence-based claims using a claim developed in Part 3. 


3- WRITING EBCs IN PAIRS 


In pairs, students write evidence-based claims using one of their claims from Part 3. 


4- CLASS DISCUSSION OF WRITTEN EBCs 


The class discusses the written evidence-based claims of volunteer student pairs. 


5- READ ALOUD AND CLASS DISCUSSION 


The class discusses their new evidence-based claims and students read aloud portions of the text. 


6- INDEPENDENT WRITING OF EBCs 


Students independently write their new evidence-based claims. 


TARGETED STANDARD(S):  


 


ALIGNMENT TO CCSS 


ACTIVITIES 


SUPPORTING STANDARD(S):  


ESTIMATED TIME: 1-3 days 


MATERIALS: 


Writing EBC Handout 


Forming EBC Worksheet 


Organizing EBC Worksheet 


EBC Criteria Checklist II 


TCD Checklist 


OBJECTIVE: 
Students develop the ability to express evidence-based claims  


in writing through a close reading of the text. 


“The Faster Runner”


RI.9-10.1 W.9-10.9b


RI.9-10.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 


explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 


W.9-10.9b: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 


research.


RI.9-10.2 RI.9-10.3 SL.9-10.1
RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including how 


it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text. 


RI.9-10.3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in which the 


points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that are drawn between them. 


SL.9-10.1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 


teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 


their own clearly and persuasively.
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Parts 1-3 have built a solid foundation of critical 


thinking and reading skills for developing and 


organizing evidence-based claims. Parts 4 and 5 


focus on expressing evidence-based claims in 


writing. Class discussions and pair work have 


given students signi�cant practice expressing 


and defending their claims orally. The 


worksheets have given them practice selecting 


and organizing evidence. Expressing evidence-


based claims in writing should now be a natural 


transition from this foundation. 
 


Begin by explaining that expressing evidence-


based claims in writing follows the same basic 


structure that they have been using with the 


worksheets; one states a claim and develops it 


with evidence. Discuss the additional 


considerations when writing evidence-based 


claims like establishing a clear context and using 


proper techniques for incorporating textual 


evidence. Introduce the EBC Criteria Checklist II 


with the additional writing-related criteria The 


Writing EBC Handout gives one approach to 


explaining writing evidence-based claims. Model 


example written evidence-based claims are 


provided with the materials. 
 


Explain that the simplest structure for writing 


evidence-based claims is beginning with a 


paragraph stating the claim and its context and 


then using subsequent paragraphs logically 


linked together to develop the necessary points 


of the claim with appropriate evidence. (More 


advanced writers can organize the expression 


di7erently, like establishing a context, building 


points with evidence, and stating the claim at 


the end for a more dramatic e7ect. It’s good to 


let students know that the simplest structure is 


not the only e7ective way). 
 


Incorporating textual evidence into writing is 


diLcult and takes practice. Expect all students to 


need a lot of guidance deciding on what precise 


evidence to use, how to order it, and deciding 


when to paraphrase or to quote. They will also 


need guidance structuring sentence syntax and 


grammar to smoothly and e7ectively 


incorporate textual details, while maintaining 


their own voice and style. 


The teacher introduces and models writing evidence-based claims using a claim developed in Part 3. 


ACTIVITY 2: MODEL WRITING EBCS 


Depending on scheduling and student ability, 


students can be assigned to read and complete 


the worksheet for homework. Teachers should 


decide what works best for their students. It’s 


essential that students have an opportunity to 


read the text independently. All students must 


develop the habit of perseverance in reading. 


Assigning the reading as homework potentially 


gives them more time with the text. Either way,  


it might be a good idea to provide some time at 


the beginning of class for students to read the 


text quietly by themselves. This ensures that all 


students have had at least some independent 


reading time. 


Students independently review the text and use the Forming EBC Worksheet to develop an evidence-


based claim. 


ACTIVITY 1: INDEPENDENT READING AND 
MAKING EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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Students return to the same pairs they had in 


Part 3 and use their Organizing EBC Worksheets 


as guidelines for their writing. Teachers should 


roam, supporting pairs by answering questions 


and helping them get comfortable with the 


techniques for incorporating evidence. Use 


questions from pairs as opportunities to instruct 


the entire class. 


In pairs, students write evidence-based claims using their claims from Part 3. 


ACTIVITY 3: WRITING EBCS IN PAIRS 


The class discusses the written evidence-based claims of volunteer student pairs. 


Have a pair volunteer to write their evidence-


based claim on the board. The class together 


should evaluate the way the writing sets the 


context, expresses the claim, e7ectively 


organizes the evidence, and incorporates the 


evidence properly. Use the EBC Criteria Checklist 


II to guide evaluation. The Text-Centered 


Discussion Checklist (if being used) is helpful 


here to guide e7ective participation in 


discussion. Of course, it’s also a good 


opportunity to talk about grammatical structure 


and word choice. Let other students lead the 


evaluation, reserving guidance when needed 


and appropriate. It is likely and ideal that other 


students will draw on their own versions in when 


evaluating the volunteer pair’s. Make sure that 


class discussion maintains a constructive 


collegial tone and all critiques are backed with 


evidence. 
 


Model written evidence-based claims are 


provided in the materials. 


Three things to consider when teaching this 


diLcult skill:  
 


• A “think-aloud” approach can be extremely 


e7ective here. When modeling the writing 


process, explain the choices you make. For 


example, “I’m paraphrasing this piece of 


evidence because it takes the author four 


sentences to express what I can do in one.” 


Or, “I’m quoting this piece directly because 


the author’s phrase is so powerful, I want to 


use the original words.”  
 


• Making choices when writing evidence-based 


claims is easiest when the writer has “lived 


with the claims.” Thinking about a claim—


personalizing the analysis—gives a writer an 


intuitive sense of how she wants to express it. 


Spending time with the worksheets selecting 


and organizing evidence will start students 


on this process. 
 


• Students need to know that this is a 


process—that it can’t be done in one draft. 


Revision is fundamental to honing written 


evidence-based claims. 


ACTIVITY 2: MODEL WRITING EBCS (CONT’D) 


ACTIVITY 4: CLASS DISCUSSION OF 
WRITTEN EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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At this stage, this activity is reversed from earlier 


similar ones. Students should present their 


evidence-based claims and allow discussion to 


determine areas of the text to be read aloud.  


Students read aloud relevant portions to help 


the class analyze claims and selected evidence.  


Have students transfer their claims from the 


Forming EBC Worksheet to the Organizing EBC 


Worksheet to help them organize and re�ne 


their evidence in preparation for writing. 


The class discusses their new evidence-based claims from Activity 1 and students read aloud portions 


of the text. 


 


choice and develop it with evidence. This activity overlaps with the �rst activity of Part 5 and can be 


given as homework or done at the beginning of the next class.  


At this stage teachers can assess students’ reading and writing skills. Students should be comfortable 


making claims and supporting them with organized evidence. Their worksheets should demonstrate 


evidence of mastery of the reading skill. Student writing should demonstrate the same qualities of 


organization. Make sure they have properly established the context; that the claim is clearly 


expressed; and that each paragraph develops a coherent point. Evaluate the writing for an 


understanding of the di7erence between paraphrase and quotation. All evidence should be properly 


referenced. Use the EBC Criteria Checklist II to structure the evaluation and feedback to students.  


INDEPENDENT READING ACTIVITY 


ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITIES 


Students independently write their evidence-based claims from their Organizing EBC Worksheets. 


Students should have re�ned their claims and developed an Organizing EBC Worksheet based on 


class discussion. Now they independently write their claims based on their worksheets. 


ACTIVITY 6: INDEPENDENT WRITING  
OF EBCS 


ACTIVITY 5: READ ALOUD AND  
CLASS DISCUSSION 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Students review the entire text and use an Organizing EBC Worksheet to make a new claim of their
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DEVELOPING 
EVIDENCE-BASED WRITING 


PART 5 


1- INDEPENDENT READING AND MAKING EBCs 


2- CLASS DISCUSSION OF GLOBAL EBCs 


The teacher analyzes volunteer students’ written evidence-based claims from Part 4 and discusses 


developing global EBCs. 


3- PAIRS DISCUSS THEIR EBCs 


Students discuss their new claims in pairs and then with the class. 


4- INDEPENDENT WRITING OF FINAL PIECE 


Students independently write a �nal evidence-based writing piece using their new claims. 


5- CLASS DISCUSSION OF FINAL WRITING PIECES 


The class discusses �nal evidence-based writing pieces of student volunteers. 


TARGETED STANDARD(S): 


ALIGNMENT TO CCSS 


ACTIVITIES 


SUPPORTING STANDARD(S): 


ESTIMATED TIME: 1-2 days 


MATERIALS: 


Organizing EBC Worksheet 


Writing EBC Handout 


EBC Criteria Checklist II 


Evidence-Based Writing Rubric 


OBJECTIVE: 
Students develop the ability to express global evidence-based claims in writing 


through a close reading of the text. 


“The Hour of Departure”


Students independently review the entire text and use the 


Organizing EBC Worksheet to make a new evidence-based claim.


RI.9-10.1 W.9-10.9b


RI.9-10.1: Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 


explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 


W.9-10.9b: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and 


research.


RI.9-10.2 RI.9-10.3 SL.9-10.1 W.9-10.4
RI.9-10.2: Determine a central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text, including how 


it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text. 


RI.9-10.3: Analyze how the author unfolds an analysis or series of ideas or events, including the order in which the 


points are made, how they are introduced and developed, and the connections that are drawn between them. 


SL.9-10.1: Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and 


teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing 


their own clearly and persuasively. 


W.9-10.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to 


task, purpose, and audience.
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This activity should be seen as an expansion of 


the skills developed in Part 4. Begin by analyzing 


volunteer student-written claims to review the 


critical aspects of writing. These claims will vary 


in the amount of text they span and the global 


nature of the ideas. Use various examples to 


demonstrate the di7erences, moving to a 


discussion of how claims build on each other to 


produce more global analysis of entire texts.  
 


 


chunked into gradually larger sections,  


and now students have been asked to consider                                                     


 


making a more global claim, discussing its 


relationship to smaller local claims. Demonstrate 


how claims can become sub-points for other 


claims.  
 


Some students can be asked to present the 


claims they have developed as further models. 


The Writing EBC Handout could aid discussion 


on how various claims require various ways of 


establishing their context and relevance. 


The teacher analyzes volunteer students’ written evidence-based claims from Part 4 and discusses 


developing global EBCs. 


Depending on scheduling and student ability, 


students can be assigned to read and complete 


the worksheet for homework. Teachers should 


decide what works best for their students. It’s 


essential that students have an opportunity to 


read the text independently. All students must 


develop the habit of perseverance in reading. 


Assigning the reading as homework potentially 


gives them more time with the text. Either way,  


it might be a good idea to provide some time at 


the beginning of class for students to read the 


text quietly by themselves. This ensures that all 


students have had at least some independent 


reading time. 


 


ACTIVITY 1: INDEPENDENT READING AND 
MAKING  EBCS 


ACTIVITY 2: CLASS DISCUSSION OF 
GLOBAL  EBCS 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


Students independently review the entire text and use the Organizing EBC Worksheet to make a new 


evidence-based claim.


the entire text for their final claim. Model


Throughout the unit the text has been
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This evidence-based writing piece should be used as a summative assessment to evaluate 


acquisition of the reading and writing skills. Evaluating the claims and discussing ways of improving 


their organization breaks the summative assessment into two parts: making an evidence-based 


claim, and writing an evidence-based claim.  


Students independently write a �nal evidence-based writing piece using their new claims. 


The class discusses the �nal evidence-based writing piece of student volunteers. If the Text-Centered 


Discussion Checklist has been used throughout the unit, this activity can be used for formative 


assessment on student discussion skills. In this case, the activity can be structured more formally, 


either as small group discussions where each student reads, receives constructive evidence-based 


feedback from other group members, and then responds orally with possible modi�cations. 


Once the class has a general understanding of 


the nature of more global claims, break them 


into pairs to work on the claims they have begun 


to develop in Activity 1. Have the pairs discuss if 


their claims contain sub-claims and how best 


they would be organized. It may be helpful to 


provide students with both the two-point and 


three-point organizational worksheets to best �t 


their claims. 
 


Volunteer pairs should be asked to discuss the 


work they did on their claims. At this point they 


should be able to talk about the nature of their 


claims and why they have chosen to organize 


evidence in particular ways. 


Students discuss their new claims from Activity 1 in pairs and then with the class. 


ACTIVITY 3: PAIRS DISCUSS THEIR EBCS 


ACTIVITY 4: INDEPENDENT WRITING OF 
FINAL PIECE 


ACTIVITY 5: CLASS DISCUSSION OF FINAL 
WRITING PIECES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 


INSTRUCTIONAL NOTES 
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The activities of Part 5 can be re-ordered to provide a slightly di7erent summative assessment. 


Teachers could choose not to give Activity 1 as an initial homework assignment or begin the part with 


it. Instead they can begin with the analysis of student writing from Part 4 and the discussion of global 


claims. Then students can be assigned to review the entire speech, use a worksheet to make  


a global evidence-based claim ,and move directly to developing the �nal evidence-based writing 


piece. This con�guration of the activities provides a complete integrated reading and writing 


assessment. Depending on scheduling, this activity could be done in class or given partially or entirely 


as a homework assignment. Even with this con�guration, ELL students or those reading below grade 


level can be supported by having their claims evaluated before they begin writing  


their pieces. 


ACTIVITY 1- CLASS DISCUSSION OF GLOBAL EBCs 


The teacher analyzes volunteer students’ written evidence-based claims from Part 4 and discusses 


developing global claims. 


 


ACTIVITY 2- INDEPENDENT READING AND MAKING EBCs 


 


 


ACTIVITY 3- INDEPENDENT WRITING OF FINAL PIECE 


Students independently write a �nal evidence-based writing piece using their global claims. 


 


ACTIVITY 4- CLASS DISCUSSION OF FINAL WRITING PIECES 


The class discusses �nal evidence-based writing pieces of student volunteers. 


ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATION 
OF PART 5 


At this stage teachers can assess students’ reading and writing skills. Students should be comfortable 


making claims and supporting them with organized evidence. Their worksheets should demonstrate 


mastery of the reading skill. Their �nal evidence-based writing piece can be seen as a summative 


assessment of both the reading and writing skills. Use the Evidence-Based Writing Rubric to evaluate 


their pieces. 


 


If activity 5 is used for assessment of discussion skills, use the Text-Centered Discussion Checklist to 


structure evaluation and feedback. 


ASSESSMENT 


Students review the entire text and use an Organizing EBC Worksheet to make a global EBC.
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HOW TO USE THESE MATERIALS 


• Unit Plan


• Models


• Text(s)


UNIT PLAN AND TEXTS 


WORKSHEETS and CHECKLISTS have 


been created as editable PDF forms. 


With the free version of Adobe Reader, 


students and teachers are able to type 


in them and save their work for 


recording and  e-mailing. This allows 


students and teachers to work either 


with paper and pencil or electronically 


according to their strengths and needs. 


It also allows teachers to collect and 


organize student work for evaluation 


and formative assessment. 


This unit is in the format of a Compressed File. Files are organized so you can easily browse through 


the materials and (nd everything you need to print or e-mail for each day.  


The materials are organized into three folders: 


• Forming Evidence-Based Claims Handout


• Writing Evidence-Based Claims Handout


• Evidence-Based Claims Criteria


Checklists I and II 


• Evidence-Based Writing Rubric 


• Text-Centered Discussion Checklist


HANDOUTS 


TEXTS are formatted with spacing and 


margins to support teacher and 


student annotation. Students should 


be encouraged to mark up their texts 


(electronically or in print) as they search 


for details. Paragraphs and lines are 


numbered for referencing in writing 


and discussion. Editable glossaries are 


at the bottom of each page. While some 


words have already been bolded and 


glossed, teachers are encouraged to use 


the editable features for choosing 


words they wish to focus on or gloss, 


and to di0erentiate vocabulary support 


for their students. 


The model claims and worksheets are meant 


only to illustrate the process, NOT to shape 


textual analysis. It is essential that both teachers 


and students develop claims based on their own 


analysis and class discussion. Teachers are 


encouraged to develop their own claims in the  


blank worksheets to use with students when 


modeling the process. 


If you decide to PRINT materials, please note that you can print them at actual size, without 


enabling the auto-(t function. All materials can be printed either in color or in black and white. 


• Forming Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet


• Making Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet


• Organizing Evidence-Based Claims Worksheet


• Written Evidence-Based Claim Worksheet


WORKSHEETS 








Point 1 Point 2 


(Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) 


(Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence C D C D 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence A B A B 


CLAIM: 


Name  Text 
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ORGANIZING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 







Point 1 Point 2 


(Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) 


(Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) (Reference:     ) 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence C D C D 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence A B A B 


CLAIM: 


Name  Text 
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ORGANIZING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 





		Claim1: Socrates believes that the annoyance he causes helps Athens and they will suffer if they put him to death.

		Claim1 Point1: The annoyance Socrates causes helps Athens.

		Claim1 Point2: Athens will suffer if they put Socrates to death.

		SE1 1a: “that you may not sin againstthe God by condemning me,who am his gift to you.”

		Ref1 1a: lines 104-105

		SE1 1b: “[I]… am a sort of gadfly,given to the state by God;and the state… requires to bestirred into life.”

		Ref1 1b: lines 106-108

		SE1 2a: “you would sleep on for theremainder of your lives”

		Ref1 2a: line 113

		SE1 2b: “Not much time will be gained, O Athenians, in return for the evil name which you will get”

		Ref1 2b: lines 149-150

		SE1 1c: “you will not easily find another like me”

		Ref1 1c: line 110

		SE1 1d: 

		Ref1 1d: 

		SE1 2c: “I prophesy to you who aremy murderers… punishmentfar heavier than you have inflicted on me will surely await you.”

		Ref1 2c: lines 176-178

		SE1 2d: 

		Ref1 2d: 

		Text 1: Plato's "Apology"

		Name: MODEL

		Claim2: According to Socrates, it is more important to be righteous than to fear death even if it means not doing everything to avoid dying.

		Claim2 Point1: Not good to avoid dying at all costs

		Claim2 Point2: Righteousness more important than fearing death

		SE2 1a: “I am convinced that I neverintentionally wronged anyone”

		Ref2 1a: lines 128-129

		SE2 1b: “weeping and wailing andlamenting”

		Ref2 1b: line 159

		SE2 2a: “I would rather die havingspoken after my manner, thanspeak in your manner and live”

		Ref2 2a: lines 162-163

		SE2 2b: “The difficulty, my friends,is not to avoid death, but toavoid unrighteousness.”

		Ref2 2b: lines 167-168

		SE2 1c: “I will not say of myself thatI deserve any evil, orpropose any penalty.”

		Ref2 1c: lines 133-134

		SE2 1d: 

		Ref2 1d: 

		SE2 2c: “my accusers are keen andquick, and the faster runner,who is unrighteousness, hasovertaken them.”

		Ref2 2c: lines 169-170

		SE2 2d: 

		Ref2 2d: 

		Text 2: Plato's "Apology"








Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 


(Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) 


(Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) 


(Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) 


Supporting Evidence A 


CLAIM: 


Supporting Evidence A Supporting Evidence A 


Supporting Evidence B Supporting Evidence B Supporting Evidence B 


Supporting Evidence C Supporting Evidence C Supporting Evidence C 


Name  Text 
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ORGANIZING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 





		Claim1: 

		Claim1 Point1: 

		Claim1 Point2: 

		Claim1 Point3: 

		SE1 1a: 

		SE1 2a: 

		SE1 3a: 

		Ref1 1a: 

		Ref1 2a: 

		Ref1 3a: 

		SE1 1b: 

		SE1 2b: 

		SE1 3b: 

		Ref1 1b: 

		Ref1 2b: 

		Ref1 3b: 

		SE1 1c: 

		SE1 2c: 

		SE1 3c: 

		Ref1 1c: 

		Ref1 2c: 

		Ref1 3c: 

		Text 1: 

		Name: 








TEXT-CENTERED DISCUSSIONS CHECKLIST  COMMENTS 


I. PREPARING  
 


 


Reading & Research: I come to the discussion prepared, having 


read the text and/or researched the topic we are studying.  


  


II. ENGAGING AND 


PARTICIPATING  


Engaging Actively: I pay attention to, respect, and work with all 


other participants in the discussion.  


  


Participating Responsibly: I take a variety of roles in the 


discussion, and I follow the guidelines or agreements we have 


set for the conversation.  


  


Recognizing Purpose & Goals: I understand the purpose and 


goals of our discussion or work, and I contribute to our progress. 


  


III. COMMUNICATING 


IDEAS, CLAIMS AND 


EVIDENCE  


Presenting Ideas Coherently: I present my ideas and claims 


clearly, using relevant evidence and well-chosen details from  


the text.  


  


Communicating Clearly: When I talk with others, I make eye 


contact and speak in a clear, respectful voice so they can 


understand me.  


  


IV. QUESTIONING   Posing Questions: I pose good questions that are centered on 


the text or topic and that help us think more deeply.  


  


Responding to Questions: I respond to others’ questions or 


comments by citing speci"c, relevant evidence and ideas.  


  


Making Connections: I make valid and thoughtful connections 


and comparisons among my ideas and those of others.  


  


Acknowledging Others: I pay attention to, acknowledge, and 


consider thoughtfully new information and ideas from others.  


  


Qualifying or Justifying Views: I modify or further justify my 


ideas in response to evidence and ideas I have heard from 


others.  


  


V. LISTENING 


RESPECTFULLY  


Note: This checklist supports instruction of CCSS SL.1. 
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		I PREPARING: 

		COMMENTSReading  Research I come to the discussion prepared having read the text andor researched the topic we are studying: 

		COMMENTSReading  Research I come to the discussion prepared having read the text andor researched the topic we are studying_2: 

		II ENGAGING AND PARTICIPATING: 

		COMMENTSEngaging Actively I pay attention to respect and work with all other participants in the discussion: 

		COMMENTSEngaging Actively I pay attention to respect and work with all other participants in the discussion_2: 

		COMMENTSParticipating Responsibly I take a variety of roles in the discussion and I follow the guidelines or agreements we have set for the conversation: 

		COMMENTSParticipating Responsibly I take a variety of roles in the discussion and I follow the guidelines or agreements we have set for the conversation_2: 

		COMMENTSRecognizing Purpose  Goals I understand the purpose and goals of our discussion or work and I contribute to our progress: 

		COMMENTSRecognizing Purpose  Goals I understand the purpose and goals of our discussion or work and I contribute to our progress_2: 

		III COMMUNICATING IDEAS CLAIMS AND EVIDENCE: 

		COMMENTSPresenting Ideas Coherently I present my ideas and claims clearly using relevant evidence and wellchosen details from the text: 

		COMMENTSPresenting Ideas Coherently I present my ideas and claims clearly using relevant evidence and wellchosen details from the text_2: 

		COMMENTSCommunicating Clearly When I talk with others I make eye contact and speak in a clear respectful voice so they can understand me: 

		COMMENTSCommunicating Clearly When I talk with others I make eye contact and speak in a clear respectful voice so they can understand me_2: 

		IV QUESTIONING: 

		COMMENTSPosing Questions I pose good questions that are centered on the text or topic and that help us think more deeply: 

		COMMENTSPosing Questions I pose good questions that are centered on the text or topic and that help us think more deeply_2: 

		COMMENTSResponding to Questions I respond to others questions or comments by citing specific relevant evidence and ideas: 

		COMMENTSResponding to Questions I respond to others questions or comments by citing specific relevant evidence and ideas_2: 

		COMMENTSMaking Connections I make valid and thoughtful connections and comparisons among my ideas and those of others: 

		COMMENTSMaking Connections I make valid and thoughtful connections and comparisons among my ideas and those of others_2: 

		V LISTENING RESPECTFULLY: 

		COMMENTSAcknowledging Others I pay attention to acknowledge and consider thoughtfully new information and ideas from others: 

		COMMENTSAcknowledging Others I pay attention to acknowledge and consider thoughtfully new information and ideas from others_2: 

		COMMENTSQualifying or Justifying Views I modify or further justify my ideas in response to evidence and ideas I have heard from others: 

		COMMENTSQualifying or Justifying Views I modify or further justify my ideas in response to evidence and ideas I have heard from others_2: 

		Check this: Yes

		Reading and Research: Off

		Reading and Research - Comment: 

		Engaging Actively: Off

		Engaging Actively - Comment: 

		Participating Responsibly: Off

		Participating Responsibly - Comment: 

		Recognizing Purpose and Goals: Off

		Recognizing Purpose and Goals - Comment: 

		Presenting Ideas Coherently: Off

		Presenting Ideas Coherently - Comment: 

		Communicating Clearly: Off

		Communicating Clearly - Comment: 

		Posing Questions: Off

		Posing Questions - Comment: 

		Responding to Questions: Off

		Responding to Questions - Comment: 

		Making Connections: Off

		Making Connections - Comment: 

		Acknowledging Others: Off

		Acknowledging Others - Comment: 

		Qualifying or Justifying Views: Off

		Qualifying or Justifying Views - Comment: 








(Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence 


CLAIM: 


(Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) (Reference:       ) 


CLAIM: 


Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence Supporting Evidence 


Name  Text 
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MAKING EVIDENCE-BASED CLAIMS 





		Claim1: 

		SE1a: 

		Ref1a: 

		SE1b: 

		Ref1b: 

		SE1c: 

		Ref1c: 

		Claim2: 

		SE2a: 

		Ref2a: 

		SE2b: 

		Ref2b: 

		SE2c: 

		Ref2c: 

		Text 1: 

		Name: 





